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Introduction
Analytic ordinary differential equations can often be reduced to a normal
form by means of normalizing transformations. For example, L. Stolovitch
has shown in [8] that the system

21

z .a=xi(Ai+aiz)+zfi(z,x),
can

z=1,2,...

,n

be linearized to
2

Y_—y,s-r-aZj,\ z—
.—1

,n,

means of a transformation x = y + çOj(z, y), i 1,2,... , n, if certain
conditions are satisfied. The main condition is Im A 0, i = 1,2,... , n.
by

The transformation functions
are a solution of a system of singular nonlinear partial differential equations.
In this report we study a related class of linear partial differential equations
with a singularity at the origin:

z2 +

j(Aj +c1z)y1 + A(z,y) = za(z,y),

(0.1)

where z E C, y E C,
= (z,y) E C'2, (A,a,) E Cx C, mi A3
0,
A(z,y) an n x n-matrix analytic at (0,0), A(z,y) = A0 ÷ Ajz + 0(z2) as
z — 0, with A0 and A1 diagonal matrices, and a(z, y) an n-vector analytic

at (0,0).

Contents of the chapters.
This report starts with a concise review of notations, definitions and results.
Most important are the definitions of the Laplace and Bore! transformation

and some of their properties. Most of these properties are proven in the
appendix.
In chapter 2 we treat a system of singular linear differential equations that
we encountered while we were proving the existence of a formal power series
3
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solution of (0.1). The problem is treated with the aid of the method in [2],
section 2.

Chapter 3 can be divided into two parts. The first section lists a few properties of analytic functions in several complex variables, while the other section
deals with interchanging Bore! transformation and summation.
In chapter 4 we prove the existence of a formal power series solution of (0.1)
if certain extra assumptions are fulfilled. We actually prove the existence of
a formal series EQEN'. (I)Q(z)yQ, where all coefficients I are analytic in a
sector S of opening arbitrary close to 2ir. The sector S is independent of the
multi-index Q. Moreover, all the coefficients rI can be written as Laplace
integrals (cf. theorem 4.2.1).
In chapter 5 and chapter 6 we make the assumption of no resonance. In that
case we can and shall make the assumption that all a3 are equal to zero.
Moreover we assume A1 = 0 (i.e. all the diagonal elements of A1 are equal
to zero).
In chapter 5 we consider the case that the eigenvalues )j also satisfy a Siegel
condition. Using the contraction mapping principle we see that the formal
solution with analytic coefficients, found in chapter 4, can be lifted to a
solution '(z, y) of (0.1), which is analytic in a neighbourhood of (0,0) with
z restricted to S (cf. theorem 5.6.2).
In chapter 6 we give a different proof of almost the same result as in the
preceding chapter, but this proof doesn't use the Siegel condition (cf. theorem 6.6.2). The proof is on the analogy of the method in [2], section 4.
Chapter 7 deals with a special case if resonance relations are allowed. Under
some additional hypotheses, the proof of the existence of an analytic solution
of (0.1) is quite similar to the proof given in chapter 5 (cf. theorem 7.1.2).

1

Chapter 1

Notations and definitions
In this chapter we give a concise review of notations and definitions that we
will use in this report.

1.1

Some notations

When we write N we mean the set of natural numbers inclusive 0.
We use the notation q[z]] for the set of all formal power series with complex
coefficients, while, for n E N>1, M(C) is the set of all n x n-matrices with
complex coefficients.

For p> 0 we define the disc i(p) by

Ai(p):={zEC IzI<p}.
I

If p> 0 and n E

N>2, then we define the polydisc Li,, (p) by

tin(p):={z=(zi,z2,... ,z)EC II,I<p,

Vj=1,2,...

A sector (on the Riemann surface of the Logarithm) is

,n}.

defined to be a set

of the form

S(d,a,p):={z=re'°EC 0<r<p, d—<co<d+},
where d E R, a> 0 and p either a positive real number or +00.

We

shall

refer to d, resp. a, resp. p as the bisecting direction, resp. the opening, resp.
the radius of S(d, a, p). In case p = oo we mostly write S(d, a) instead of
S(d, a, oo).
A closed subsector i C S(d, a) is a set of the form

i—{zES(d,a)
<f3 f3. <d ± a/2.
A bounded closed subsector Si C S(d, a, p) (where p
where d — a/2

5
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subsector of S(d, a) with finite radius smaller than p.
Note that the name "closed" is a bit confusing, because a (bounded) closed
subsector is not a closed set in the usual sense (the origin does not belong
to such a sector).
A neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a) will be a set of the form

{z E S(d,a) I

0

< Izi <r(argz)},

where r is some positive-valued continuous function on (d — a/2, d + a/2).
In particular we have S(d, a, p) being a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a).

1.2

Analytic functions in sectors

For p > 0 we say that a function, defined on (a neighbourhood of 001
in) S = S(d, a), is of exponential growth of order
p if to every closed
subsector i C S corresponds a positive constant c, depending upon S1,
such that 1(z) = O(1)e4 as z —+ 00 on 3, i.e. to every closed subsector
S C S there exist positive constants R, M and c, all depending upon S1,
such that
If(z)I Me1M,

z E S1, Izi R.

Given a function f, analytic in some sector S, and a formal power series
1(z) =

fz"

one says that 1(z) asymptotically equals 1(z) as

E

z -+ 0 on S, if to every non-negative integer N and every bounded closed
subsector S of S there exists a positive constant C = C(N,31) such that

where

Rj(z,N) =

z

IR1(z,N)I C, VzES1,
(1(z)

fnz').

—

The notation for this is

f(z)_f(z)

as

z-+0 on S.

From now on we use the following convention:

A function is called analytic on a closed set if it is continuous
on this set and analytic in the interior.

1.3

The Laplace and Borel transform

Most of the properties listed in this section are proven in the appendix. For
details and omitted proofs the reader is referred to [1].
'The definition is analogous to the definition of a neighbourhood of 0.
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Let f : S(d, a) —+ C be analytic and of exponential growth of order 1,
whereas f(u) = O(u) as u — 0 on S(d,a) for some e > 0. Then the
Laplace transform in the direction 0 E (d — , d + ) of / is defined by
rood,

(Cof)(z)

f(uedu,

= JoI

with integration along arg u = 0.
By analytic continuation (i.e. changes of 0) one obtains a Laplace transform
(Cf) (z) which is analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir).
Let

>2um E q[u]],

1(u) =

then the formal Laplace transform of J

U, will be defined by

(Uf)(z) := >amL'(rn + 1)Zm+1 E

If f(u) J(u) as u —+ 0 onS(d,a), and the assumptions above on I are
satisfied, then (Cf)(z)
(Cf)(z) as z -+ 0 on a neighbourhood of 0 in
S(d, a + 7r). A more precise formulation and a proof can be found in the
appendix.

Let U be a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d,a + ir), a > 0. Let g: U analytic and g(z) = 0(z6)

as z —* 0

C be

on U, where 6 E ft Moreover, let 4 be

directions in S(d, a + ir) such that 4 > d + ir/2 and d_ <d — ir/2. Then
the Borel transform of g is defined by
(B7g)(u) =

- fg(z)ed(z_1),

where -y is a loop from 0 to 0 in U (i.e.

\ {0} C U), with the first part in
direction 4 and the last part in direction d_. Changing the ioop gives
an analytic continuation of Bg and in this way we find a Borel transform
(Bg)(u) which is analytic and of exponential growth of order

1 in S(d, a).

Let

(z) = >azm
then the formal Borel transform of ,
00

(13g)(u)

v—.

=

L...

E zq[zJ],

á, is defined by

am

r(m)U

rn-i E q[u]].

If g(z) (z) as z—+ 0 on U and the assumptions above on g are satisfied,
then (!3g)(u)
(B)(u) as u -4 0 on S(d,a). This is also proven in the
appendix.
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We have 8L = id and LB = id on the spaces of functions / and

g which

satisfy the assumptions above.
Furthermore, if f and g are analytic and of exponential growth of order < 1

in a sector S(d,a) and 1(z), g(z) =

O(z')

as z —+ 0

on S(d,a) for some

e > 0, then the convolution of / and g,
(f * g)(z) :=

f(r)g(z

—

r)dr,

is defined, analytic and of exponential growth of order 1 in the sector
S(d, a). Moreover, (f * g)(z) is of order O(z2') as z —+ 0 on S(d, a).
Hence, L(f * g) is defined and analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir)

and the equation

L(f*g) =Lf.Cg
holds on a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir). From this and the identity
formulas one easily obtains

B(f . g) = !3f * Bg,
on S(d, a), for functions f and g which satisfy the assumptions in the definition of B.
A proof of the convolution property can be found in the appendix.
We will end this section with a definition and some properties of a class of
Laplace integrable functions:

Definition 1.3.1 Let 0 < 5 < ir and define S = S(,ir — 5). Let S =
S(,ir—.5) bethe closure of S, so3= {z€C
Then for arbitrary r > 0 the class A,. is defined to be the 8et of function8
I

w:

5c —÷ Cz

(1)

such that

is analytic in

S of);

(i.e. ç, E C(, C?z) and

is analytic in the interior

(ii) p(u) =O(1)e1ItuI asu—+oo onfor alir >r;
(iii) There exist constants corn E C, in = 0, 1,2,..., such that:
For all N E N a constant CN, depending upon N, exists such that
ço(u) —

where (1) :=

fl

>PrnUm

CNIuIN,

Vu

ii(1).

I
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Remark 1.3.2
(1) A7. is a linear space and A7.1 C A7.2 if r > Ti.
If n = 1 every monomial urn belongs to A7. (the third condition is
satisfied by taking ço = 1 if k = m and S°k =0 otherwise).

The class A7. depends on ö E (0, ir), but to keep notation simple we
do not display this dependence.

(2) The third property in definition 1.3.1 obviously implies

(u)
(3) For afunction =

£,... , £)
(4,S(,2ir—ö).

S0rnth

as u — 0 on S.

e A7. the Laplace transform £ço :=
is defined and analytic in a neighbourhood U6 of
,çOn)

o in

(5, ir) there exists a positive radius r such that £
is defined and analytic in the sector Sd := S(,2ir — e,re) (cf. [1]).
This sector Sd depends on e E (6, ir), but to keep notation simple we
do not display this dependence.

Then to every e

(4) A similar definition will be used for matrix-valued functions.

Chapter 2

On a system of singular

linear ordinary differential
equations
Let the following system of singular linear ordinary differential equations

z2 + A4 = zA4 + zB(z)4 + zc(z),

(2.1)

where 1 = 1(z) E CZ, be given. We will study this system on a sector S
with bisecting direction , opening between ir and 2ir and finite radius.

2.1

A few hypotheses

We assume A and A to be diagonal matrices and we write

A=diag{ai,a2,... ,a}

A=diag{ài,à2,... ,a},

and

Im z

O} for each i {1,2,... ,n}.
Suppose there exist S (0, ir) and U a neighbourhood of 0 in S(, 2ir — 5)
such that the matrix-valued function B(z) and the vector-valued function
c(z) are analytic in U (i.e. all the entries of B and all the components of
c are analytic in U). Moreover, we assume that B (resp. c) asymptotically
Bmzm (resp.
equals the series
cz) as z -+ 0 on U. Here
and
c,
E
(Y
for
allm
E
N>1.
This
implies that both /3 13B
Bm E M(C)
and y
Bc are defined and analytic in S(, ir — 5).
in which aj E H:= {z E C

Finally, we assume that /9 belongs to

for some TI >

to Ar for some r > TI. As Ar' C A1 we have B =

0

£/3

and that '' belongs
and c = £7 Ofl

Sd,

where Sd is defined as in remark 1.3.2(3).

Our aim is to find an analytic solution of the system (2.1) which can be
written as a Laplace integral 4 = Lw, with w some vector-valued function
in A-.
11
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A formal solution

In this section we look for a formal solution of (2.1). In fact we will prove
the following

Theorem 2.2.1 Suppose that for all i E {1,2,... ,n) with aj = 0 we have
ãj

N, then the system (2.1) has a unique formal power series 8olutiofl

=O mZm with o =0.
Proof. The assumptions on B and c imply

B(z)_E(z)=Bmzm asz—*OonSd,
and

C(Z)_(Z)=>2Cmzm asz—OonSd.
When one formally substitutes the series '(z)

'I'mZ" in the equation

=

z2 + A41 = zA4 + z(z) + za(z)
one obtains
>2(m — 1)m-iZm +

m2

+

Am_iz +

Amzm

Bkmi}

Comparing coefficients gives the following recurrence relation
A40
(m —

m=0

= 0,
= A40,

m=l

i)rn_i + A4m = Cm_i + Am_i+

Bi_i, m 2

0 for some i E (1,2,... ,n}, the first equation implies i'' = 0. (Here
denotes the jth coefficient of 'Zo.) In case aj = 0 we have ãj N, so in
particular ãj 0 and thus in this case the equation aj = aj implies
= 0. Hence o = 0.
In a similar way we obtain i4' = 0 for those i E (1,2,... ,n} with a2 0
and if aj = 0, we have iI' = (1 — a2)' 4), which follows from the third
equation with m = 2.
If a2

On a system of singular linear ordinary differential equations
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Using induction we see that for N 2 the coefficients of N can be found
from the third equation with m = N in case aj 0 and with in = N + 1 if
= 0.
Note that this formal solution is unique, for '1N only depends on the coefficients cm, Bm and on the preceding k•
The solution is non-trivial if and only if there exists an integer n such that

.

cn0.

Two useful lemmas

2.3

Lemma 2.3.1 For two scalar functions ,

Proof. For

S we have

(wi*)() =
=
Moreover, if

E A,. we have 'P1 *(p2 E Ar.

/ cpi(—s)cp.(s)ds

Jo

f2 'Pi( —

E A. we have for

'( + h) =

s)2(s)ds + f2 'Pi(s)2( — s)ds.

0

0

E S and h E C such that + h

() + h'() + j

S:

ph

(h

—

t)co"(e

+ t)dt,

0

as is easily seen by computing the latter integral (using integration along
the straight line [0, h} and the fact that S is a convex set).
Hence

+ h)

—

'P()
—

f

'P'() =

=

—

t)çd'( + t)dt

hf (1—a)"(+Iw)da

and so

W'(

IhIfI(1—a)II"(+ha)IIdoi

IhI

sup

E[+h]

After these helpful remarks we can prove that 'P1 * 'P2 is analytic in S. To

that end we choose u E S arbitrary and take h E C such that u + h E Sc.

14
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We then have
(Wi * P2)(U + h) — (42' *
h

=

+h—

s)(s)ds

wi(u

÷ çoi(s)4o2(u+h—s)ds— I
—[1
hLJ0
Jo

—

+

s)ço2(s)ds}

—

çoi(s)ço2(u—s)ds

and
satisfy exact the same conditions, it is sufficient to consider
one of these two terms in order to prove the existence of (, * 'p2)'(u). We
As

have

lrf2
i(u + h — s)(s)ds
I
hLJ0

—I

irii

(2
—

wi(u — 8)(p2(s)cls

I

J0

1

= —ii
hij0(Wl(u+h—8)—Wl(u—s))(s)d8I

••• [f

2

+

Wi(u+h—s)422(s)d8].

As S is an open set and both u and

belong to S, there exists a positive

tsuchthatfora11hEC, IhI<&wehaveu+h, +hES.
By drawing a picture it is easily seen that there exists a compact set K C S

suchthat [u—s,u—s+h]CKforallhEC, IhI<ö, andfora11sE[0,].
Using the fact that we can integrate along the straight line [0, J
obtain for all h E C, Ihi <&

f2 (i(u + h — a) —

f

Wi(u

f2

IhI

0

—

f2 i'(u

—

s)2(s)ds

sup IW'"I IdsI
EK

sup I()I supIWi"(C)I
(EK

s€[O,j

and this tends to 0 as hI —*

The term . •
and

s))ço2(s)ds

S we

i(u+h — — 42i(u— a) —i'(u —s)
I(s)IIdsI

sup
sE[O,]

for

—

C

2

IhI

0.

wi(u+h—s)(s)daJ tends to i()() ash -40,
both are continuous in , the function
is bounded on K

[f,

2
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C, IhI <5, we have the estimate

and for all h

2

2

2

To

on

f

2

(2

IU\
Wi)

IU\
co(s)—coi)

IdsI.

prove the continuity of * on S we only have to consider this function
\ S. First take R > 0 arbitrary and define X = fl i1(R). Next

takeuES\Sjui<R—1, and lethEC, hI1,sothatu+hE.

As both 0 and u + h belong to X, the convexity of X implies (u + h) E X.
By halving h we can assume that both u + h and + h belong to X. As
* ,)(u + h) — ( * )(u) and we only have to consider
before we split
the function

f0(i(u + h — s)

—

cpi(u

—

s))2(s)ds

u -+

+
(2.2)

2

(pi(u + h — s)ço2(s)ds,

*
in order to prove that
is continuous in u. Before studying this
function we first note that for all s [0, ] the difference u — 8 can be
written as u—s =
+(1 —t).u forsome t [0,1]. Hence, both u—s

andu+h—s=t.(+h)+(1—t).(u+h)belongtoX. Inasimilarway
we have u+h—s €X foralls E
As i is continuous on S, it is uniformly continuous on X. The function
is bounded on X. So the first integral in (2.2) tends to 0 if Ihi —÷ 0.
Moreover, both
and
are bounded on X and thus the second integral
in (2.2) also tends to 0 if Ihi —÷ 0.
But u
Sc, fr'I R — 1, and R > 0 were chosen arbitrary. This implies
the continuity of *
on S.

Next choose r1 > r arbitrary, then for i E {1, 2} there exist constants
M1 > 0 such that 1w1(u)I
M1exp(riIuI) for all u E . This implies
*
MiM2IuIexp('riIuI). As H
*e have the estimate
M1M2
* )(u)j <
exp((r1 +)Iul), u
for all >0. Because Ti > r
and E > 0 were chosen arbitrary we conclude

)(u)

E,

*

)(u)I = O(1)e'

as u —÷ oo on

for all f > r.
Finally we will show the third property in definition 1.3.1. For i E {1, 2}
the functions çoj belong to Ar and thus for each N E N constants KN,1 can

CHAPTER 2
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be found such that

c0m,iUm KN,U',

çoj(u) —

where 'Pm,i E C, m =

( * ço)(u)

—

'j

m=O

u

(1),

We will show that

1,2

0,

v

{ Ok,iW(m_k),2B(k
k=O

+ 1,m — k +

i)} m41

v
where B is the beta function and MN is a positive constant depending upon
N:

For u E (1) we have (with RN,t(u) = ço(u)

(

)(u)

*

{

—

m=O

,u1C +

—

EU Som,sum)

Wk,1o(m_k),2B(k + 1,m

—

k+

i)} m+1

k=O

RN,i) * (E' col,2u' + RN,2) (u)

E; {o k,1(m_k),2B(k

—

—

—

+ 1, m — k + 1)) Um+l

and this equals

ru I

Jo

+

Ek±z=N c(k, l)(u —

40m,i (u —

s)mfN,2(8) +

(

CPm,2SmRN,1(U

—

s) + RN,i(u — 8)RN,2(S)

ds,
I

k,11,2• Using the fact that we can integrate along the
straight line [0, uJ it is easily seen that this last expression is
for some constant MN.
U
where c(k, 1) =

Remark 2.3.2 Since uk*u

ul+l f01(1_t)ktldt = B(k+1,l+1)u',

if k, 1 > —1, we see that in S the function çQj *
asymptotically equals the
formal convolution of the series which are the asymptotic expansions of

and .

Definition 2.3.3 For N N1 and Ti > 0 we define VN,Ti to be the space
of functions i9
and
—÷ C' such that u''"t9(u) is analytic in
:

sup Iu''(u)I e_'' <00.

uE

Here I I denotes a norm on Cz.

On a system of singular linear ordinary differential equations

Lemma 2.3.4 The space (VN,T,, II
11

IIN,1)
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is a Banach space, with norm

IIN,ri defined by

:= SU IuI_N19(u)Ie_nhlt

111911N,ri

uE

Remark 2.3.5 Similarly we can formulate such a definition and lemma for
matrix-valued functions. In that case
denotes a matrix norm. In the
following we use the norm IMI supzECn
for any n x n - matrix.
1f.1

Proof of lemma 2.3.4. It is clear that VN,1 is a linear space, i.e. the

,

function identically equal to 0 belongs to VN,ri and if 191, 62 E VN,r1 and
/3 E C then a6 + /3192 E VN,ri. From this it follows that
IIN,ri 5 a
seminorm on Vrq,j. Moreover, 1119 IIN,ri = 0 implies IuI_Nt9(u)I = 0 for every
U E S and thus 19 0.

To prove the completeness of the linear space VN,,. we take a Cauchysequence (t9k)kEN in VN,,., i.e.

Vq>0 3M,7 >0 s.t. Vm1, m M,7

IIi9mi — 6m2lIN,ri

T,

or

Vij>O

3M>0 s.t. Vm, m2M,7 YuES
IUl_N(6mi()_19m2(U))k_

23
<TI

This implies that for every u E S we have:

Vi1 > 0 3M,, >0 s.t. Vm1, m2

M,,

6m2(u)I

119m1(U)

eT1Nul

Hence for every u E

the sequence (t9k(u))kEN is a Cauchy-sequence in C.
Since this latter space is complete we conclude that to every u E
there

exists a vector i9, E C' such that
lim t9k(u) = t9.

k-.oo

Now define the function t9
t9(u)

:

—

C' by

lim 6k(U),
t9 = k—*oo

u

E S.

When we let m2 —÷ oo, formula (2.3) transforms into

Ec

VTI>O 3M,,>0 s.t. VmM,,
1u1_N (19m(u)

For

—

19(u))I e_hIUI TI.

TI >0 and m M,, we have for alluE

Iu''t9(u)I e" <TI + IIt9mIIN,ri

24
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and so

e_T1 <00

sup Iul_N19(u)I
uES

Now we will show that u1_Nt9(u) is analytic in . First take R> 0, then
(2.4) gives

Vt1>O Mq>O s.t. VmM, VuEflii(R)
1u1_N (I'm(ti) — i9(u))I

converges tou'i9(u)_uniformly on fl1(R). This implies
that u1i9(u) is analytic in S fl z1(R). Since R was chosen arbitrary, we
so

conclude that u'6(u) is analytic in S.
US I'm

DhIN.

2.4

So 6 E VN,ri. Finally (2.4) tells
) 6 as m -4 oo and this completes the proof.

From a formal solution to an analytic one

In section 2.2 we have found a formal solution (z) = E— mzm of (2.1).
Once we know there exists a formal solution we can prove the existence of
an analytic solution which can be represented as a Laplace integral. This
result is formulated more precisely in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4.1 Under the assumption of theorem 2.2.1 there exists an analytic solution cI = 1(z) of (2.1) which can be written as 1 = Lw for some
Junction w E Ar. This solution has 4' as asymptotic expan8ion in Sd.
Moreover, the solution 4' with these properties is unique.
Proof. First define UN(Z)
4'mzm, a partial sum of the formal solution, in which N 2 will be specified later on. With BN(Z) =
B,AZm
and cN(z) =
c,,zm (see section 2.2) we have

=

z

—a--—

+ AUN — ZAUN

—

zB(z)UN

+

—

ZBN(Z)UN

—z(B(z)

AUN — ZAUN
—

BN(Z))UN

—

z(c(z)

—

—

zc(z)
—

zcN(z) +

CN(Z)).

We substitute the series > 4'mzm for UN and keep in mind that 4' = 0.
We then obtain

>(m 1)4'mizm + >A4'mzm —

>i

T

m=2 lk=1

Bk4'm_I_k1 zm — PN÷1(Z)

+
—

m=2
)
—Z (B(z) — BN(z)) UN — z (c(z) — CN(Z)),

c,_izm +
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where PN+1(Z) is a (vector-valued) polynomial of order O(z"1) and degree
2N — 1. Because of the recurrence relation in the proof of theorem 2.2.1 we
find

z2

+

ZAUN + ZB(Z)UN + zc(z)

AUN

—

RN(Z),

where

RN(Z) = A4NzN+PN+i(z) + z (B(z) — BN(Z)) uN(z) +

z(c(z)
With 'P =

— UN

CN(Z)).

(2 5)

we get

z2 + AW =

zA'P + zB(z)W + RN(Z)

(2.6)

as an equation equivalent with (2.1).

From (!3zm))u = rJum_i, the convolution property of the Bore! transform, remark 1.3.2(1) and lemma 2.3.1 we deduce that eN := !3RN belongs

azk, then

to Ar. In fact, if PN+i(z) =

2N—2

F(N)ANU

CN(U)

+

r(k+ 1)ak+iu

=
+

[1 *
—

[1

*

(7

o

*

r(k+ 1)

43k+lt4c)] (u)

(2.7)

7kUk)] (u),

= F(k-+-i) and 7k = F(ki)' for all kEN.
We first seek a solution 'P of (2.6) which can be written as W = Lw for
some function w E VN,ri, Ti > r arbitrary. If 'P = Lw (or w = B'I') then
where I3k

after Bore! transformation the differential equation (2.6) becomes (compare
theorem A.2.2)

uw(u) + Aw(u) = A(1 * w)(U) + (1 *

* w)(u) +CN(u)

and we conclude:

The differential equation

z2! + AW = zAW + zB(z)W + RN(Z)

CHAPTER 2
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has a solution W which can be written as
VN,r1 if the convolution equation

a

Laplace integral of a function in

(uI + A)w = A(1 * w) + 1 *
has a

solution w

/3 *

w + eN

(2.8)

E VN,ri.

The last equation can be written as
w = Yw,

(2.9)

where

(Tw)(u) = (uI + A)'A(1 * w)(u) + (uI + A)'(l * /3 * w)(u) +
(uI + A)'CN(u).

2 10

If we write A = (aj)j then the definition of A implies aj =0 for all i
By rearranging the order of indices (if necessary) we can assume

j.

f aj1=aj=O, iE{0,1,...,ni}

laj=aii0, iE{ni+1,n,+2,...,n},
wheren,E{0,1,...
In

case a2

Tm (a2) >
for

,n}.

0 we have 1e (at)

0 or Tm (a1)

0. So we can conclude that for all

alluEwe have u+a1 0.

We can write

ui1
=

(

iE

0 and

iflm (a1)

{n, + 1, n

0 then

+ 2,... , n} and

ui,2 ± An)'

where 2 = n—n1 and A22 = diag{a1,,a12,... ,a}. Our construction
of ni implies that uI2 + A22 is non-singular on
Moreover,

(uI + A)' = diag {—'i1, (uI2 +
and

(uI2 + Ar)'

and

u(uI + A)'

are uniformly bounded on
The function g :
— M(C) defined by g(u) = uI,23 + A is continuous
and non-singular on , so the function {g(u)}' also is continuous on
Furthermore we have lime ,j{g(u)}1 = lim jfl2 + A22/u)' = 0.
Hence u '-÷ (uI2 + A22)-' is uniformly bounded on S. Using the facts

urn u(uI+A)'

U—40

=

(

i
0

0
0

)

and

urn u(uI+A)'

U•4OO

0

=

(

0

1,22

we easily prove the same statement for the function u —+ u(uI + A)—'.

)
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component,
When we use a partitioning of vectors f = () after the
we deduce from (2.7), together with remark 1.3.2(1) and the last part of the
proof of lemma 2.3.1, that u) = 0(uN) and ,(u) = o(uN_i) as u -÷ 0

on S.
We solve (2.9) in the Banach space (VN,I.1,

11

Ik',r1),

for arbitrary r > r.

Claim 2.4.2
(a) Both A and 1 * /3 belong to V1,7.;

(b) For arbitrary 'r1 > r both tr'"(A * i9) and u_N(1 /3 * t9) are analytic
in

ift9

(c) The function (uI + A)'N belongs to VN,1 for arbitrary r1 > r.
Proof. Lemma 2.3.1 implies that 1 /3 E A1., so 1 * /3 is analytic in S.
Moreover, we have (1 * f3)(th) = O(1)exp(rIuI) as u -+ oo on S and this
implies

sup (1 *f3)(u)Ie_TIlI <
uES

This proves the second statement in (a); the assertion A E Vi, is trivial.
The functions A * t9 and 1 * /9 *t9 are analytic in , which follows from

lemma 2.3.1 and the fact that A, 1 * /3 and i9 are analytic in . After
multiplication with u_N the results clearly are analytic in 5c and continuous

Ofl S \ (0). To prove the continuity in 0 of the function u"(1 * /3 * t9)
for example, we note (1 * /3)(s) = (1 * /3)(0) + 0(1), s —+ 0, and t9(s) =
(ii + o(1))s'', s —+ 0, if urn 3t_N(3) = i, so
8-40

sES

fi

(1*/3*6)(u) = uj (1*/3)(u(1—a))t9(ua)da
Jo

=

N jrl [(1 * 13)(0) + o(1)}[v + o(1)]or''do
Jo

—

UN

= --[(1 */3)(O) +o(1)][z'+o(l)] as u -+0 on Sc
and thus limu_ou_N(1 * /3 * t9)(u) exists and equals (1 * /3)(0) = 0.
uES

Now we still have to prove statement (c). It is easily seen that

i

u1_N(uI+A)_N(u)=(

—Ntli
U 1—Ni1

Ufl2+

A'I N)
,

2

It is also clear that both components are analytic in S and continuous on
\ {0}. As (u) = O(u'') as u — 0 on Sc (i = 1,2), we also obtain
continuity at the origin, for if k(u)
Ern=N Ar,mtjm as u -4 0 on Sc,

22
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then for all integers M N a positive constant CM can be found such

EIr

that Jj(u) —
Ar,mtjmI Cjic(u for all u E (1). Hence, with
M N + 1 we obtain I(u) —
CN+1IuI'' for all u E (1)
and so

Iu(u)

—

),NI CN+,IuI

u-gO

0

uES

A similar reasoning proves the continuity at the origin of the function
u '-+ uN (uI2 + A22)' ,(u). Moreover, for u E S \ {O} we have
u1_N (uI + A)' eN(u) e_hItI

uV(u) elhIIhI

+

Iu''' (ui2 + Ar)' (u)I e_ThII

The limit u —p 0 on
of this last expression exists, which proves the
boundedness of u1_N (uI + A)' N(u) e_n1 ILl on fli,(r) for some r > 0.
Moreover,

JI_N (uI + A)—' eN(u)I ehILI

IuI Iu

(uI +

A)uI.

.

and the right hand side of this inequality tends to 0 as u -+ 00 on
This
proves the boundedness of
(ul + A)' N(u)I en1II in 3 n Ci,(R)
for some R >> 0.

Hence, the continuity of uN (uI + A)'N on S implies
sup
uES

uN (uI + A)—1 eN(u)I e" <,

which proves claim 2.4.2.

0

Next we will show that T maps Vpj,1 into itself for arbitrary r > 'r:
Choose 6 E VN,1.1. From (2.10) and claim 2.4.2(c) we conclude that it is
sufficient to show that (ul + A)'A(l * 6) and (id + A)'(1 * (3 * 6) belong
to VN,. First we note that after multiplication with u1N the results still
are analytic in S, which follows immediately from claim 2.4.2(b), and the

fact that u i-+ u (uI2 + An)' is analytic in .
For u E

we have the estimate

1A1 *0)(u)I

1A1f16s11dsl
<

max

( sE{i,2,... ,n}

II9IIN,I

f
o

I8IN_lerlNIdsI
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Using the fact that we integrate along a straight line, we find for u E S

({1axfl} au)

A(1 * t9)(u)I

.

11611N,ri .

enhttLl

IulN

and thus, with M : sup Iu(uI + A)',
uES

D(uI+Ay'A(1 *t9)If N,ri
< sup lull_N.
IA(i *i9)(u)l .e_T1
uES

•

a) . M lIllN,ri

In a similar way we obtain for u E

S

1(1 */3*19)(u)I

f j(1 * /3)(u— s)t9(s)IldsI

<

lli f

< flu *

e"1li9(s)IldsI

0

<

* /3lli,r
flu *

111911N,ri

LU e1(1U_8I+I8I)jslV_hldsl

llt9Djv,ri

and so

(uI + A)' (1 * f3 *
<

N,ri

sup lull_N. I(uI + A)' I
*

/3Ili,

.

M•

.

*

* t9)(u)I

e_T1

llt9llN,r.

We conclude that
I9EVN,r1

ThEVN,ri.

For 6i, t92 E VN,1 we deduce
11Th1 — Tt92IlN,ri

=

M(uI

+ A)'A(1 * (t9i — t92)) + (ul +

K
llt9i —

19211N,ri

* f3 * (t9i —

N,r1

23
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for some positive constant K, independent of N and Ti.

Choosing N0 > K we see that Y defines a contraction mapping on the
Banach space VN,i for all N N0. Consequently there exists a unique
solution w of (2.8) in VN,ri if N N0 and a priori this solution depends on
N and Ti.

Claim 2.4.3 Variation of T > r gives w(u) = O(1)eI as u -4 00 Ofl
for all > r.
Proof. Choose two parameters rj, r2 > r, then for i = 1,2 and N N0 we

can find a solution

(

WEVN,; =S-+C

ul_Nt9(u) analytic in

and

sup,- Iu't9(u)I eIhuI <00

I..

of (2.8). Without loss of generality we may assume Ti
one easily concludes
VN,r1

r2 and from this

VN,72.

Hence the uniqueness of the solution of (2.8) in VN, implies w1 = w2 and
we conclude that the solution w is independent of the choice of r1 > r. So
for all Ti > T there exists a constant M = M,.1 such that

sup Ju'_'w(u)I e" <M < oo.

uES
Using the fact

—i
e8,
m.

VsO, VmEN,

(2.11)

we obtain for all u E S:
w(u)I < MIuI1'_lenhlt4 MNe(n1+h1)1LI,

V Ti > r,

V ,>

0.

So

w(u) =

O(1)el

as u — oo on

for all '? > T and this was to be shown.

0

We conclude that W = Lw satisfies (2.6). Note that W in general depends
on N. Now define

ti,(u) := : rZ urn_i + w(u),
then 4' := Ai is a solution of the original equation (2.1) such that

On a system of singular linear ordinary differential equations
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(i) ui is analytic in

(ii) ti,(u) = O(l)eI as u -÷ 00 Ofl

r(,4i)U + w(u) as u — 0 on

(iii) ti(tz) =
As u —+ u1_Nw(u)

ui(u)
—

for all ? > r;

:

is analytic in , it is bounded on

rh1)um =

w(u)I CN(UIN_I,

so
V

uE

for some constant CN, which may depend on N.
Next we will show that ti, (and thus 4') is independent of N. To that end
we first prove the following

Claim 2.4.4 If Ti > r and N2 > N1 then VN2,r2 C VN1,ri for a11T2 E (T,Ti).
Proof. Take r2 E (r,'ri) arbitrary and write ii = Ti — T2. If i9 E VN2,'r2 the
function ti '— '1t() = uN21 . u1_N2t9(u) is analytic in 3. Moreover,
for u E
I

\ {O} we have (using (2.11)):
i9(u)Ie"" = IuIN2_N1 Iu1_N26(u)Ie_72e_1_T2)I4
IItIIN2,r2

(N2 - N1)!
,7N2—Ni

which also holds for u = 0 by taking the limit u -÷ 0 on
Hence

supIt_N9(u)Ie_n1 <00.
UES

0

This proves claim 2.4.4.

Now take N1, N2 E N, N2 > Ni

N0. Let

N1—2

r(ln+l)u+wN1

WN1(tL)

with wN1 E VN11j (V

with N :=

N1

> r, cf. the proof of claim 2.4.3) a solution of (2.8)

and let
N2 —2

WN2(t) = > r(Tn±1)U

+ wN2(u),

with WN2 E VN2,f (V ? > r) a solution of (2.8) with N := N2. Now liiN, can

be written as
WN2(U)

N1—2

N2—2

m=0

m=N1—i

> r(,l)U+

>:

+W(tL)

26
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(r,Ti). As u i—p

Next, if r1 > r arbitrary, then take T2

E_1 r(m+1)U

belongs to VN1,,. and Vjy2,,.2 C VN1,I.1 we conclude that both
N2 —2

WN1(tL)

and

>

m=N1-1

are solutions of (2.8) with N := N1, and these solutions belong to VN1,1.
Here we used that E—0 rmm)thm is a formal solution of the equation
obtained from (2.1) by taking a formal Borel transform, and that both tiN1
and WN2 are analytic solutions of this equation.
The uniqueness of the solution of (2.8) in VN1,I.1 then implies
N2—2

rn-N1-i

As this can be done for every N2 > Ni N0, we conclude that tii is independent of N and

HU)

: F(m±l)U
—

CNIUV',

V u E (1), V N N0.

An easy calculation shows this estimate for N = N0
particular

—

1,

N0 —2,...

,

1,

so in

00

Wm+1
w(u)>r(l)um
a8u-9OonS.

Hence we have t1 E A,
= £ü being the unique solution of (2.1) (i.e.
unique in the set of functions which can be written as Laplace integrals of
functions in A) and

r(m±1)U

)

(z) =

(z)

as z —*0 on Sd,

which ends the proof of theorem 2.4.1.

U

Remark 2.4.5 We did not specify the choice of e E (6, ir) in the definition
of the sector Sd, so in fact we have proven theorem 2.4.1 with 'Sd' replaced
by 'a neighbourhood U8 of 0 in S(, 2ir — 6)', where

(z)(z) asz—+OonU6
has to be interpreted as in theorem A.1.1.
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Some tools from complex
analysis in several variables
3.1

Analytic functions in several variables

Before formulating some results which will help us in the near future, we
first list a few properties from the theory of analytic functions in several
complex variables. Omitted proofs and more details can be found in [6].

Definition 3.1.1 Let
that

E C'(51), where 1 C C' is

is analytic in l if the Couch y-Riemann equations

Vj=1,2,...

We say
satisfied, i.e.

an open
are

set.

,n.

The set of all analytic functions in fl, denoted by A(1l), is a ring'.

For a multi-index Q = (qi, q,... , q,,) E N" we define the operator D
(8\q,/8\q2 /8\qn . Moreover, Q! : = qi! q2!. . . q,,! and
by D

J) ) •..

QI:==1q. Ify=(yj,y2,...
We shall now consider power series expansions of functions which are analytic in polydiscs. In doing so we say that a series EQENn TQ(y) converges

normally in an open set ( C C" if
>

QEN'

EK

on every compact set K C I (i.e. absolute uniform convergence on compact
sets of ). This implies that QEN TQ(y) exists on , is independent of
the order of summation and is analytic in 1 if all TQ are analytic in ft
'The collection A(1) is a linear space and i,
27

E A(fZ)

implies

E

A(fl).
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Theorem 3.1.2 (Taylor) Forj

{1,2,... ,n} let p3 >0. If ço is analytic

in the polydzsc

D={y=(yi,y2,... ,y)€C
we have

I

1y11<p1, .1=1,2,... ,n},

Dc(0)
—

QEN"

with normal convergence.

'

y E D,

Theorem 3.1.3 (Cauchy's inequality) If is analytic and 'J
the polydisc {y E
IiiI <P,, j = 1,2,... ,n}, it follows that
IDQw(0)I

M in

MQ!

wherep_—(pi,p2,... ,p,,).

Theorem 3.1.4 Let be a complex-valued function, defined on the open
set Il C C". Then is analytic in Il if and only if is analytic in each
variable lii when the other variables are given arbitrarij fixed values.

Remark 3.1.5 This theorem looks rather trivial (and the proof is even
more trivial when we use definition 3.1.1), but a corresponding result would
be false for functions of real variables: the function f(x, y) =
f(0, 0) =

is a C°° function of x (resp. y) if y (resp. x) is kept fixed, but in spite of
that f is not even continuous at the origin (consider the path y = x).
0,

,

Lemma 3.1.6 For i = 1,2 let Il, be an open set in C" and suppose that Cj
is analytic in 1,. Then the direct product of1 and
denoted by i
belongs to A(l1 x

)

Proof of lemma 3.1.6. Let us introduce y = (y1,y2,... ,y,,1) C"' and
w = (wi, w2,... , to,,2) E C" then we have
®
(y, w) =
(y) (to).
Take j
1,2,... , n1 } arbitrary, then the function is analytic in ii, when
the variables yi,... , y.—i, Yi+1,... , y,,, are given arbitrary fixed values (see
theorem 3.1.4). This implies that the function ço 0
is analytic in hi
when the other variables hi,... , y3 —i, 1!j+i,••. , y,,,, Wi,... , to1,2 are given
arbitrary fixed values and this holds for every j {1,2,... ,ni}.
A similar reasoning, for arbitrary j E (1,2,... , n2}, leads to i 0
being
analytic in to3 when all the other variables are given arbitrary fixed values.
Theorem 3.1.4 then completes the proof.
Now let TQ be complex numbers, defined for all multi-indices Q E N". Let
us consider the power series

>
QEN"

TQy.
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as the set of all y E C' such
We define its domain of convergence,
that the series converges absolutely at every point in a neighbourhood of y,
is equivalent with
so y E
3 e >0 such that Vu,

C, with Ily—wil <e, we have >

ITQwQI <ac

QEN

Here 1.

denotes a norm on C'.

Theorem 3.1.7 Suppose that the series EQEN TQy has domain of conThen this series converges normally in
and thus the
vergence
sum is analytic in

3.2

On interchanging B and summation

We are now ready to formulate and to prove some helpful results. The first
proposition is about interchanging Borel transformation and summation in
case of one variable:

Proposition 3.2.1 Suppose the series >I çOV,,Zm has radius of converçOIJZm be the sum of the
gence e > 0. Let, for z i(e), (z) =
series, then Bço exists and is an entire function. Moreover, we have

' m+1
(13co)(u)=2_jr(l)u m
00

uEC.

P roof. We have

being analytic in a full neighbourhood of 0 in C and
as
thus (z) = 0(1), z -÷ 0. This implies that the Borel transform of
comzm as z - 0 and
exists and is analytic in C \ {0}. From (z)
theorem A.1.2 we conclude

(B,)(u)

r(Tn÷1)U

u — 0.

As lim....,o u(B)(u) = O•i = 0, the function B has a removable singularity
at ti = 0. Riemann's theorem says that in this case (B)(u) can be assigned
a value (B)(0) at u = 0 so that the resulting function is an entire function.
Therefore it has a Taylor series expansion

(B)(u) = >bmum,

uC

With the knowledge that a Taylor expansion also is an asymptotic expansion
one can, using the uniqueness of the asymptotic expansion, easily complete
the proof.

I
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Remark 3.2.2 If satisfies the conditions in proposition 3.2.1, it is easily
seen that B is of exponential growth of order 1, for if,7 < e and M =
(Cauchy's inequality in one variable)

maxZE(?l) Iw(z)I, we have

and thus
m

jr(m±l)H

I(B(p)(tL)I

TO

=

for all u E C

Let us now consider a function = p(z, y) which is analytic in the polydisc
Lj(e) x A,1(p). Theorem 3.1.2 then implies

'(z,y) =

(PQ,mZmYQ,

(z,y) E ifr) x

QEN"
mEN

where SOQ,m =

For each Q

' d m D (O,O)
m! Q!

converges normally in i(e). To
prove this we take K C i(e) any compact subset, then K x {(,... ,
is a compact subset of L (e) x i,,(p) and
N" the series

coQ,mzm

00

()

SUP Iç0Q,mZmI
m—O

'2' QI
p

mEN

(P)1R1

REN' m—O

r

sup

1LEL

iz"'i

00

IQI

Içoi.,mzmyI9 <00.

ZEK

for each Q E N" the series E=0 WQ,mzm represents an analytic
function in i(E). In a similar way we obtain normal convergence of the
series EQENT °Q,mY in ,,(p) for each m
N and therefore the series
>IQEN' 'PQ,mY represents an analytic function in i(p), Vm E N.
Hence

Theorem 3.2.3 Let = (z,y) be analytic in the polydisc (e) x
We assume (0,.) 0 and we write ço(z, y) = EQENP cpQ(Z)yQ, where WQ

is analytic in () for each Q

N".

Then for allQ E N" t,bQ
BçOQ exists and is an entire function. Moreover,
the series EQENn t,bQ (u)yQ represents an analytic function 1' = t/(u, y) in

C x i,,(p) and

(5(.,y))(u) = (ti,y),

V y E i,,(p).

Proof. Each ço can be written as a power series with radius of convergence
at least e > 0 (note that (0,.) 0 implies O) = 0 for all Q E N"):
'PQ(Z) = >

'PQ,mZm,

Izi

<C.
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We have absolute convergence of the series
(3.1)

>OQ,mZmYQ
QEN" m=1

for if (z,y) E L(c) x
for all (z,y) E A1() x
compact set K C Li(e) x (p) with (z,y) e K.

we can find a

By proposition 3.2.1 the series

ç
L r(m+1)
00

'PQ,rn-f 1

rn=O

converges in C for all Q E N' and therefore represents an entire function,
which we will denote by tiQ. Moreover, we have ?bQ = BQ.
Next take a compact set K C C x L (p), then there exist positive constants

R,r, 0 <r < p, such that K C 1(R) x (r). So
QEN"
mEN

sup r'°' Umy

<

ROQ,rn+lIRmrIQI

m=O QEN

=

>

m=O

(

ICPQrn+lI7)

QEN

= arn+lRrn
where

a = a(r) = EQENI t4°Q,nI' <co for all n E N1.

For all z E 1(e) we have

< oo, which follows immediately
from the absolute convergence of (3.1) by taking y = (r, r,... , r) E A,(p).
amlzjtm

This implies that the radius of convergence of the series E1 amzm is
at least e. Proposition 3.2.1 then implies that the series E—0
converges

in C and therefore

arn+1Rrn <00
uyQ converges absolutely on compact subsets

So the series EQEN"

of C x i,,(p). Hence it represents an analytic function in C x
Finally we take y E ,(p) fixed and we consider the function 4 : ái(e) - C
defined by (z) = w(z,y). Theorem 3.1.4 implies that is analytic in 1(e)
and

(z)

=(
m=1

QEN

,
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So cI satisfies the conditions in proposition 3.2.1 and thus

(f3)(u) = >2

EQENn SOQ,rn+1Y

m=O

u" = >

>2

lPQrn+1rnQ

QEN' m=O

>2

QEN"

Because y E (p) was taken arbitrary we conclude
(Bço(.,y))(u) = (84)(u) = t'(u,y)

for all y E i(p).
Remark 3.2.4 In case we use the Thylor expansion
cp(z,y) =>2cprn(y)Zm,

with corn analytic in (p), the series
'Pm+i(y)rn

represents an analytic function in C x L(p) and
(J3ço(.,y))(u)

v yE
=

(p).

This immediately follows from the proof of theorem 3.2.3.

Chapter 4

On a system of singular

linear partial differential
equations
In this chapter we only formulate a problem concerning a system of singular

linear partial differential equations and we will prove the existence of a
formal solution of this system. We shall often refer to chapter 2, which
contains most of the proof of the existence of the above mentioned formal
solution.

4.1

The problem

Let us consider the following system of linear partial differential equations
with a singularity at the origin

z2

+

(A +cxjz)yjL +A(z,y)4 = za(z,y),

(4.1)

wherez EC, yE(Y, c = 4(z,y) EC, \a,) €CxC, ImA3 0,
A(z, y) an n x n-matrix analytic in a neighbourhood of (0,0), A(z, y) =
A0 — A1z — zB(z,y) with A0 and A1 diagonal matrices and a(z,y) an nvector analytic in a neighbourhood of (0,0). We write

Ao=diag{ci,c2,... ,c}

and

Ai=diag{d1,d2,... ,d,,}

and A (resp. o) denotes the n-vector with components A3 (resp. a,).

Let (.,.) denote the bilinear form on C' defined by
(z,w) :=
33
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if both z = (zi, z2,... , z,,) and w = (wi,w2,... ,w) belong to C2.
We assume Cj to be chosen such that for all i E {1, 2,... , n} and for all
Q E N" we have:

Tm ((Q, A) + ci) 0.
Moreover, we assume that the vector-valued function a and matrix-valued
function B are analytic in Li() x ,,(p') for some r' > 0 and some p' > 0.
Hence theorem 3.1.2 implies that both a and B can be expanded in a Taylor
series

a(z,y)

a(z)y'

>

and

QEN

if (z,y) E

B(z)y,

B(z,y) =
QEN

x 1(p').

Finally, we assume

a(0,.) E0

and

B(0,.) 0.

For each Q E N" the functions a and BQ are analytic in z'(), so we
have aQ(z) à(z) and BQ(Z)
as z —+ 0, where àQ and BQ are
the Taylor expansions of aQ and BQ.
Proposition 3.2.1 and remark 3.2.2 imply that both f3a and !3BQ satisfy
the first two conditions in the definition of A' (where 5 (0, ir) can be
chosen arbitrary, cf. definition 1.3.1). That the third condition is satisfied
follows from the fact that both Baq and I3BQ are entire functions.
For convenience we write (4.1) in the following form:

+
(4.2)
z

dia{di —

+ za(z,y) + zB(z,y).
j=1

i=1

The problem is to find a solution of (4.2), which is analytic in the product of

a neighbourhood of 0 in S(,2ir) and a polydisc ',,(p), for some p p'. The
following section deals with a formal power series solution EQEN Q(z)yQ
with both formal and analytic coefficients. The remaining chapters are concerned with the convergence of the formal series with analytic coefficients.
This will be specified later.

In the remainder of this report we take r> r' arbitrary but fixed.

On a system of singular linear partial differential equations
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A formal solution with analytic coefficients

Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose that for all i
(1,2,... , n} arid for all multiN" with (Q,A) + Cj = 0 we have d1 — (Q,c)
N, then the
indices Q
equation (4.2) has a unique formal power series solution

= >

QEN"

with coefficients

satisfying 4'(O) = 0.

E

Under the hypotheses listed in the preceding section, there also exists a unique
formal power series solution

(z,y) =

4Q(Z)y,

>
QEN"

with coefficients 4 being analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 in S(,2ir).
Moreover, each 'I' can be written as a Laplace integral
= £WQ, where

A,. (in the definition of A one can take 5 E (0, ir) arbitrary).
Finally, for each multi-index Q the function
asymptotically equals 4'
as z —+0 on a neighbourhood of 0 in S(,2ir).

WQ

Proof. First of all we take S E (0, ir) arbitrary.
Next, let us formally substitute the series tI(z, y) = >

4Q(z)y in

(4.2)

QEN"

to obtain

(z2a!z) Q +
QEN

diag{(Q,A) +Cj} Q(z)y
QEN'

z diag {dj —

(Q,a)}1 Q(z)y +
-

QEN"

-L

Bs(z)Y5]

EN"

.

because

[

zaQ(z)y' +
QEN"

R(Z)Y],

REN"

(xivi__- +c)Q = (Ajqi +ci)Q = ((Q,.\) +c)y, V Q E N".
j=1

j=1

The product of the two series mentioned above equals

[E Bs(z)5]
SEN"

=

[

R(Z)Y']

REN"

B(Q_R)(z)R(z)}vQ
QEN"

{ ORQ
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in which 0

R Q has to be interpreted as 0 <rj qi for each index

i E (1,2,... , n}. Comparing coefficients Q for Q E N" gives the following
system of singular linear ordinary differential equations

z2a!2 + AQQ

ZAQ4'Q + zaQ(z) +

zB(Q_R)(z)R,

>

OR<Q

where
= 'I'Q(z) E C".
Here AQ = diag{(Q,A) + cj}.1 and AQ = diag{dj

—

(Q,a)}1. Note that

AQ is a diagonal matrix with entries in the upper halfplane K
To solve this system we use an induction argument.

First we take the multi-index Q =

0

E Nz. We then have to solve the

equation

+ A00 =

+ zao(z) + zBo(z)o,

(4.3)

in which ao and B0 should be replaced by a0 and E0 if we are looking for a
formal solution. This equation has been studied in detail in chapter 2 and
theorem 2.2.1 immediately gives the existence of a formal solution o, with
= 0.
For the time being we assume (4.3) to have an analytic solution
satisfying
the conditions in the theorem (a proof of this assumption can be found at
the end of this section), and we make the following induction hypothesis:
Let k E N such that for all multi-indices Q' with IQ'I <k there exist formal
(0) = 0, satisfying
solutions ', with

'

Zd + AQ4QI = ZAQ4Q?

+ ZaQI(Z) +

>

ZB(Q'_R)(z)R

0<R<Q'

and analytic functions 4, satisfying the conditions in the theorem, such
that

+ AQll = zAQlQ? + zaQl(z) +

>

0<R<Q'

For a multi-index Q e N" with IQI = k + 1 we then have the equation

z22 + AQQ
= ZAQQ + zaQ(z) +
O<R<Q

= ZAQ'iQ + ZâQ(Z) +

>

0<R<Q

ZB(Q_R)(z)R

+ zEO(z)Q

On a system of singular linear partial differential equations
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in the formal case. We have a + Eo<R<Q B(Q_R)4R being a known formal

series without constant term, which follows from the induction hypothesis.
So again theorem 2.2.1 shows the existence of a formal solution 4ç E
with 4)Q(O) = 0.
The equation in the analytic case equals

Z2-+AQQ
(4.4)

ZAQQ + ZaQ(Z) +

zB(Q_R)(z)R + ZBO(Z)4Q.
O<R<Q

The induction hypothesis implies a + Eo<R<Q B(Q_R)4R to be a known
analytic function and lemma 2.3.1, together with the fact ..4,.' C A,-, implies
that the Bore! transform of this function, f3a + EO<R<Q !3B(Q_R) * WR,

belongs to Ar.
So both (4.3) and (4.4) are equations of the form studied in section 2.4.
Theorem 2.4.1, together with remark 2.4.5, implies that the solution of (4.3)
(resp. (4.4)) is analytic in a neighbourhood of 0 in S(, 2ir — 6), can be
written as a Laplace integral of a function in A1. and asymptotically equals
the corresponding formal solution.
But 6 E (0, ir) was chosen arbitrary. Taking 6 smaller gives an analytic
continuation of the solution of the corresponding convolution equation [i.e.
the equation obtained from (4.3) (resp. (4.4)) by taking a Bore! transform].
Hence the solution of (4.3) (resp. (4.4)) is analytic in a neighbourhood of
0 in S(, 2ir), asymptotically equals the corresponding formal series in this
neighbourhood and can be written as a Laplace integral of a function in A1.,
for arbitrary 6 E (0, ir).

Chapter 5

The non-resonance case
We will study the following system of singular linear partial differential
equations
n

+

z

71

d1a{EAiYi_+ci}.4

dia{di —

•

j=1

113

+ za(z,y) + zB(z,y).

1=1

the assumptions in chapter 4, we assume that there are no resonance
relations, i.e. we assume
Besides

for allQ N71 and alliE {1, 2, ... , n}.
Furthermore, we assume the existence of two positive constants k and 'y,
both independent of Q and i, such that
I(Q,A)

+cjf kIQI,

V Q

E N' \ {O},

ViE {1,2,... ,n}.

This latter estimate is called a Siegel condition.

In this chapter and in chapter 6 we assume a and d1 to be equal to zero
for all i E {1, 2,... , n} (this can be done without losing the validity of
theorem 4.2.1). In chapter 7 we also consider a case where a1 might not be
zero.

With the assumption a' =

dj

=

0

for all i E (1,2,... , n} the differential

equation above reduces to
71

+ d1a{E Ay—

+ ci}

.

(5.1)

za(z, 1/) + zB(z, y)4.
39
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A formal solution in terms of powers of z

assume a and B to be analytic in a polydisc i(3-) x L(p'), so we can
write (remembering our assumption a(0,.) 0 and B(0,.) 0):
We

a(z,y) = Eam(y)zm

B(z,y) = >JBm(y)zm,

and

if (z, y) E i() x L(p'). (Note that section 3.2 tells us that both am and
Bm are analytic in (p') for each m E N>1.)
Substitution of the series

>2(m —

'm(Y)Zm in (5.1) gives

1)4'm_i(y)zm

m=2

+>
m=O

= 2am_iM,m +

{:

dia{ AIY,—- + Ci}m(Y)zm
j=1

Bk(Y)m_1_k(Y)} m•

Comparing coefficients results in the following recurrence relation

dia{>AJYJ_ +ci}o(Y) =0,
j=1

diag{>Aivi_+cI}cl(v) =0,
11,

and for m 2
(m—

1)m_i(Y)+dia{Aivi +Ci}m(Y)
j=1

am..1(y) +

3

Bk(y)('m_l_k(Y).

Our aim in this section is to show that this recurrence relation has a unique

solution in A(i(p')). The procedure is as follows:
We use induction after m E N and for such a non-negative integer rn we
construct a formal series solution EQENI
We will check the convergence of this formal solution afterwards.
Let us start with a series EQE 4Q,0yQ. Formally we can take the operator

diag{1 Ay4 + cj} through the sum to get
>

QEN'

AQ'IQ,Oy

=0,

The non-resonance case
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where AQ = diag{(Q,A) + cj}L.
Hence AQ4Q,O = 0 for each Q E N. The assumption of no resonance implies

that AQ is invertible, and so
= 0, for each Q E N. We conclude
0 and obviously
E A(L(p')). (Exactly the same reasoning implies

,

Next suppose that for all m E (0,1,... , M}, M 1, a (unique) solution
analytic in 1(p'), exists, then for m = M + 1 we have the equation

dia{E Ay1— + ci}M+1(Y)
j='

=

for some function CM E A(A(p')). This function CM can be expanded
in a Taylor series CM(Y) = EQENn (Q,MY. Substitution of the series

QEN Q,M+iY gives
AQQ,M+yQ =
QEN"

(Q,MY.
QENTh

for each Q E N we have Q,M+1 = AQ'CQ,M.
To prove the convergence of the series EQENT Q,M+1y1 we need the Siegel
Hence

condition, which implies for Q E N \ {0}:

IAQ'I =

max

zE{1,2,... ,n}

Hence the coefficients Q,M+1, Q
IQ,M+1l

I((Q,A)

+cj)'f

k

N' \ {0}, can be estimated by

IQI ICQ,MI.

Next take a compact subset K of (p'), then there exist positive numbers

r and 1, 0 <r <

<p', such that K (r) C i1() C L(p') and we

know

ICwI IQI <cr.
QEN
Hence

SU IQ,M+1Y"I

QEN" yEK

IQ,M+1Ir

IO,M+II +
QEN'\{O}

Io,M+1I +

IQJ'ICQ,MIr'
QEN" \{O}

and

we have to show that this latter sum converges, but this is an easy

consequence of the following

______
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Proposition 5.1.1 Both E1 amxm and E.1 maxm have the same
radius of convergence.

Proof. The proof is not very hard, for

- = em-Iogm
vm' = mm

m1

hence

)

m—Ioo

1,

exists and we conclude

lim,,cx,

limsup VmIamI = limsup
m-4oo

m-400

This proves proposition 5.1.1.

5.2

U

Formal reduction to a convolution equation

In the preceding section we have found a formal solution E—2 m(y)Zm
with coefficients 4m E A(in(p')). Let us consider a partial sum of this
m(Y)Zm, in which N 3 will
formal solution, UN = uN(z, ti)
be specified later on. This function is analytic in i(!r) x (p') (even in
C x i(p'), but this is inessential), for lemma 3.1.6 implies that for each
m E N the function (z,y)
m(y)Zm is analytic in () x z(p') and
thus a finite sum of these terms also is analytic in / (ar) x i1(p'). To keep
notation simple we substitute the series
Im(y)Zm for UN in (5.1) and
keep in mind that
0. We obtain

+

dia{ tjYj- + ci}uN

—

1)m_1(y)Zm +

— za(z, y) — zB(z, Y)UN

dia{ A1y + ci}m(Y)zm +

m=2

_>am_1(y)zm

_2j2(

(Bk(Y)m_k(V))

BkY1Y)zm_z

m=N k,1€{1,... ,N—1}
k-{-1=m

—z

LtBkv] ['j'1']

—R(z, y).

>

m=N

zm+
am(y)zm+

The non-resonance case
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Using the recurrence relation

derived in the preceding section we conclude

R(z,y) = diag{>2Ajvj__+ci}N(y)zt1+z >2 am(y)zm+
j=1
2N—2/

m=N

\

>2

Bk(Y)41(Y))zm+

>2

m=N

(5.2)

k,IE{1,...,N—1}
k+1=vn

[(Y)z1]
or

dia{>2Aivi_ +ci}N(Y)zN + >2

R(z,y) =

am_i(y)zm +

m=N+1

2N—1 /

Bk(Y)4)1(Y))zm+

>2

>

m=N+1

(5.3)

k,IE{1,... ,N—1}

k+1=rn- 1

>2

m=N+2

>2

( kE{N,N+1,...}

Bk(Y)(1(Y))Zm.

IE{1,... ,N—1}

k+1=m- 1

With 'I' :=

—

UN

we obtain
ow

.

a
+ d1a{>2 jy-_

+
(5.4)

zB(z,y)W + R(z,y).
as an equation equivalent with (5.1).

We observe that the function R is analytic in i() x ,(p'), which follows

from (5.2), the fact that both A(t1() x (p')) and A((p')) are rings
and lemma 3.1.6.

[The function represented by the series rn=N am(y)zm is analytic in the
polydisc () x £(p') as a difference of two analytic functions, namely
a(z, y) —
am(y)zm, and similarly we have E—N Bm(y)zm represent-

ing an analytic function in i() x z(p'). Also observe that the function
(z,y) i-+ z is analytic in

x

z,(p').

In section 5.1 we have seen that each coefficient m of the formal solution
of (5.1) can be written as a convergent power series

= >2
QEN"

Y

E 2(p').
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Moreover, for each m E N>1 the functions am and Bm are analytic in t(ç/),
so they can be written as
and

am(y) =

Bm(y) =

QEN'

QENTh

x i,(p') (using the independence of the

This implies for (z, y) E
order of summation)

R(z)y',

R(z,y) =

(5.5)

QEN

where for each Q
RQ(Z)

E

N:

= AQQ,NZN

+>

aQ,_lz" +

m=N+1

2N—1 f

B(Q_R),kRJ)zm +

>

o<R<Q m=N+1 kjE{1,... ,N—1}

, V"
00/

V'

k+L=m— 1

.

,

lm
/

V(QR),kWR,L 1Z

(

O<R<Q m=N+2 \k€{N,N+1,...}
IE{1,... ,N—1}

k+1=m- 1

In section 4.1 we have seen that the functions a and B can be written as

a(z,y) = >

a(z)yQ

and

QEN

if (z,y) E z'()

B(z)y'

QEN"

x

From now on we take 5

we write S =

B(z,y) = >

(0, )

arbitrary but fixed1, and (as in chapter 2)

S(,ir — 6), while 3 denotes the closure of S.

We first seek a solution 'I' of (5.4) which is analytic in the product of a
neighbourhood U6 of 0 in S(, 2ir —6) and a polydisc i,,(p) for some p p'.
As the map y i—* W(z, y) is analytic in (p), the function W can be expanded
in a Taylor series

W(z,y) =

WQ(z)y1,

(z,y) E U6 x

QEN"

= (, ,... ,

where 'IQ(z) = DQ4IçzO) is analytic in Uj. Here D
Substitution of this series in (5.4) gives, using the Taylor expansions of B
'For later applications it is practical to take 8 E (0, ) instead of 6 E (0, ir).
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and R,

(_2z +

AQWQ(Z))YQ

QEN"

(5.6)

> { >2 zB(Q_R)(z)WR(z)}YQ
QEN"
oRQ

+ >2

Rc2(z)y'.

QEN'

With theorem 3.2.3 we see that for each y Ii,(p') the function (u, y) :=
(BR(., y))(u) exists and represents an analytic function in Cx i(p'). Moreover, from (5.5) we deduce

e(u,y) = >2 Q(U)y,

(5.7)

QEN

where for each Q

E

N':

AQ4Q,N

NI +

1'(m+

[i

1)aQmum +

2N—2

>2

r(rn+
m=N '

>2

/

( k,IE{1,... ,N—1}

B(Q_R),kR,1)um] +

k+1=m

.B(Q_R),kcI)R,1)Um].
>2
r
m'+
( kE{N,N+1,...}
O<R<Q[ rn=N+I

>2

1

IE{1

N—1}

k+1=m

An application of theorem 3.2.3 again, shows that for y ,,(p') fixed
the functions a(u,y) := (Ba(.,y))(ti) and f3(u,y) := (BB(.,y))(u) exist.
Moreover, c and /3 represent analytic functions in C x (p') and they can
be written as

>2

aQ(u)y'?

resp.

where for each Q

>2

QEN

QEN'

N' we have a = !3aq and f3c = BBQ.

A formal application of B transforms (5.6) into the equation

>2 (uI + AQ)WQ(U)YQ

QEN'

(5.8)

>2 { >2 (1 *

QEN

13(Q-R) *

WR)(U)}7/1

+ >2 Q(tL)y,
QEN'
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= BWQ for each Q E N.
Though this is a convolution equation, it is not the one we will study in
the near future. In fact we will study the equation obtained from (5.8) by
a termwise multiplication with (ul + AQY1. Later we will prove that a
solution of this last equation also is a solution of (5.8) in a certain sense.
where

5.3

Two auxiliary results

Definition 5.3.1 For N E N1, r1 > 0 and p> 0 we define WN,ri,p to
be the space of convergent series w = w(u,y) = EQENn w(u)yQ such that
WQ E VN,ri for all Q

N' (ci. definition 2.3.3) and

IIwQIIN,1.1P <.
QEN'

Lemma 5.3.2 The space (WN,I.I,P, . IIN,ri,p) is a Banach space, with norm
II

IIN,ri,p defined by

I"IIN,ri,p =

II''QIlN,riP.

>1

QEN'

P roof. If both

w,i(u)y

w1(u,y) =
QEN

and

w(u,y) = >

,

QEN

are series in WN,1 ,, and
/3 are some complex numbers, then the linear
combination aw + /3w, defined by

(a + 13w2)(u, y)

(awQ,1(u) + 13WQ,2(ti))

>

Q,

QEN'

also belongs to WN,1,p, for VN,,. is a linear space and fl IIN,r1 defines a norm
on VN,1. From this one obtains that . IIN,i-i,p is a seminorm on WN,ri,p.

Moreover, if w = sj(u,y) = EQEN WQ(u)yQ E W,q,r1,p, then IIWIIN,ri,p = 0
is equivalent with IIWQIIN,rj = 0 for all Q E N's. The proof of lemma 2.3.4
implies the last statement to be equivalent with WQ 0 for all Q E N's.
Hence w

0.

Next take a Cauchy sequence (Wk)kEN in WN,,.1,. When we write
Wk(U,y)

= E WQ,k(U)y,
QEN"

the definition tells us

Vi1>0 M,,>0 s.t. Vmj,m2M,7
IIWQ,mi —
QEN"

WQ,m2IIN,riP

(5.9)
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This implies that for each multi-index Q
Vt1> 0 2M, > 0 s.t. Vmj, m2

M,,

E
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N' we have
IIWQ,mi — WQ,m2IIN,ri <t1P''.

a Cauchy sequence in the
so for each Q E Nz there exists a function WQ E VN,ri

Hence for every Q E N' the sequence (WQ,k)kEN is

complete space

such that
hm Ik'.'Q,m — WQIIN,rt =0.

Next define the series w = w(u,y) := QEN WQ(u)yQ. Formula (5.9) implies

V77>0 Mq>O s.t. Vm1, m2>M,7 VN0
>

II'Q,mi

WQ,m2(IN,iP

QEN
IQIN
[0, oo)
IIiv, defines a norm on VN,ri, the map • IIiv, : VN,ri
is a continuous one, so when we let m2 -4 oo the last mentioned formula
transforms into
Since

Vtl>0 RMq>0 s.t. VmM,1
II WQ,m —

WQIIN,riP

1•

QENTh

IQIN
Letting N -4 oo we obtain

Vij>0 Mq>O s.t. VmMq
—

WQIINriP

,.

(5.10)

QEN
For

'i >0 and

M,7 we have

Ik"QIIN,riP 71 + Ik1'mIIN,ri,p < 00,
QEN'

so the series w belongs to WN,1 ,p.
Moreover, formula (5.10) tells us
lim IIWm — WIIN,ri,p

m-400

This proves lemma 5.3.2.

= 0.
U
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Lemma 5.3.3 Suppose E
has a zero of order N 1 at z =
Then

0

x L(p')) and assume that (•,y)
L,(p').

for all y

can be written as

(z,y) E i() x

çoQ(Z)y,

co(z,y) =
QEN

where for each Q

E

NT' the function cpQ(z) =

DQ(PçzO)

is analytic in

and has an Nt order zero at z = 0.
The Borel transform of , B(., y), exists, is analytic in Cx ,,(p') and can
be written as

(!3çoc)(u)j/.

(!3ço(.,y))(u) =
QEN"

Moreover, Bço(., y) belongs to the Banach space WN,f,,, for all > r' and all

p<.

Proof. The assumptions on

imply that this function can be written as

ço(z,y) = zN(z,y),

x ,(p').

is analytic in
written as

where

'PQ(Z) =

zr'.

Hence each coefficient çor., can be

DQ(z,0)

and thus has a zero of order N at z = 0.
The following three statements in the lemma immediately follow from theorem 3.2.3.

Next choose 7> r' and 3 < p' arbitrary. Let us define

M=

M() =

max

(z,y)EK

where K is the compact set (—)
For arbitrary Q

x

NT1, the Cauchy inequality then implies

Iz''wQ(z)I

M5t'I,

V z E

As z '- z_',Q(z) is analytic in 1(i7) and has a zero at z = 0, we conclude from theorem 3.2.1 that 8[z_'q] is defined on C and represents
an entire function. Moreover, remark 3.2.2 implies

I

(B [z_''Q] ) (u)

(5.11)
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In case N 2 the convolution property of the Borel transform gives

* 8[z''coQ])(u)I

(!3çOQ)(u)1

M

[U

etu_sIIsIN_2IdsI

— Jo r(N_1),31Q1
IuI
=
Mi
efl_t)tN_2dt
—

1)IQI J0

Hence

j(I3coQ)(u)I

F(N)/3IQIIuIe Vu E C

and this estimate also holds for N =

1,

(5.12)

by (5.11).

As 13(pQ is analytic in C, the function u '— ttl_N(BsoQ)(u) is analytic in
C \ {O}. From (5.12) we deduce

limu .

u''(BQ)(u) = 0,

so Riemann's theorem implies that uBçoQ can be assigned a value at
u = 0, so that the result is an entire function. This, together with (5.12),
implies each coefficient I3OQ to be an element of VN,f and
CN

IIB'PQIIN,f

:-;:;-,

where CN = CN(, 3) is some positive constant, depending upon N, and
p.
As > r' and 3 < p' were chosen arbitrary, this holds for every f > TI and

every i < p'.
Next take ? > TI and p <

p<.

arbitrary, then 5 < p' can be found such that

We have

>

II3QIIN,fP

CN >

QEN"

()

QEN"

From the theory of combinatorics we have for m E N

qj=m}=(fl+_1).
A proof can be found in [3].
An easy induction argument (after m) shows that this last binomial coefficient can be estimated by

(n-Fm_i)

<Irtm
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so

(n+rn_1) ()

IIBIk,w C
QEN

m=O

CN>2(n)
and this last sum converges, by the construction of ,5.

From this it is also clear that both

a(u)y

a(u,y) =

and

f3(u)y

13(u,y) =

QEN

QEN"

belong to W1, for arbitrary ' > r' and arbitrary p < ,
and B satisfy the conditions in lemma 5.3.3 with N =

5.4

because

both a

1.

A solution of the convolution equation

In this section we will study the convolution equation (5.8) after a termwise
multiplication with the operator (ul + AQ)1. This gives the equation
w = Tt4',

(5.13)

where, for w = w(u, y) = EQENT WQ(u)yQ:

(Tw)(u,y) =

(uI + AQ)1(1 * 13(Q-R) * WR)(U)}YQ +
{
>
QEN" O<R<Q

(uI + AQ)'Q(u)yQ.
QEN

We seek a solution of (5.13) in WN,10 for arbitrary r1 > r and arbitrary

p<.
[Remember that r> TI is chosen arbitrary but fixed.J
In this section we will prove

Lemma 5.4.1 There exists an integer N0 such that T defines a contraction
mapping on the Banach space WN,ri,p for all N N0.
Proof. We start the proof with formulating a lemma which will be proven
in the following section.

Lemma 5.4.2 The series
nach space WN,ri,p.

(ul + Aq)'Q(u)yQ belongs to the Ba-
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Assuming this lemma to be true, we can show that T maps WN,1 ,p into
itself:

If we take a series EQENT c)Q(u)yQ in WN,1-i,p we thus have to show that

>
QENTh

{ O<R<Q
> (uI+AQ)—1(1*13(Q_R)*WR)(u)}YQ

also belongs to WN,1,p.

In section 4.1 we have seen that for each Q

E

N' the function f3Q = !3BQ
E Vi, for

belongs to A,-, so lemma 2.3.1 implies 1 */3Q E Ar'. Hence 1 *f3Q
each Q E N's. Claim 2.4.2(b) then implies that the function

u '-+ u1_'(uI + AQ)1(1 *fl(Q_R) * WR)(u)

is analytic in
for each Q E N' and each R E NTh, 0 < R Q.
As in section 2.4 we see that for each Q E N'2 and each R, 0 <R Q,
1(1 *

V u E S.

13(Q-R) * (JR)(U) Ill * 13(Q-R)II1,r IIWRIIN,ri e"•

Proposition 5.4.3 For each Q

E

N'1 we can estimate the inverse of uI+AQ

by

I(uI+AQY'I
Proof.

1

,

Iutsin

uE\{O}.

Foreachi€{1,2,... ,n}wehave
lu

for all u E

+ (Q, A) + cu Im (u + (Q, A) + cj) Im u lulsin

= S(,ir — 5). Hence, for all u E \ {0}:

(uI+AQY'I=

1•

•

I(u+(Q,A)+cu)'l IuIstn
sE{1,2,...,n}
max

0

This proves the proposition.

For ti E

\ {0} we thus have
1u1_N(u1 + AQY'(l * 13(Q—R) * WR)(U)I
*

IuV' sin

N

* I.3(Q—R)II1,r

IIWRIIN,ri

IIRIIN,ri

e"i"L

IuIN
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which also holds for u = 0 (by taking the limit u -4 0 on Se).
Hence, for each Q E N' the function

(uI+AQ)'(1*f3(Q_R)*WR)(u)

u'-+ >

O<R<Q

belongs to VN,ri as a finite sum of functions belonging to VN,. Moreover,

(

QEN'

)PQI

(uI+AQ)'(l *13(Q_R) *WR)D
N,ri

o<R<Q

(uI+AQ)_1(1*i3(Q_R)*wR)N)PIQI

(

QEN' O<R<Q

>

[i

= Ns

[

IIWQIINriP].

QEN'

we have

(1 *13Q)(u)1

f

IIQII1,rfe'13hIdsI.

I/3(s)IIdsI

we can integrate along a straight line we obtain
(1

Hence

iii * flQIIirP]

QEN"

Furthermore, for u

Because

* /3(Q-R)II1,i IIWRIINTl)PIQI

N sin

(

QEN" O<R<Q

*flQ)(u)1 II/3QII1rf

for each Q

E

e'dr

III3QII1rrIuI.

N':
111 *13Q111,r jI/3QD1,r

and we conclude
>1
QEN"

(

11

O<R<Q

tv TSifl

(uI÷AQr1(1*fl(Q.R)*WR)D N,r1

II/31I1,r,p

)PQ1

IIWIIN,ri,p,

which is finite by lemma 5.3.3. This proves that T maps WN,.Tl,P into itself.

Moreover, if w1, w2 E WN,1

are

two series, then we have

(Ywi —Yw)(u,y)
=
QEN'

(O<R<Q

(uI + AQ)1 (i * 13(Q-R)

* (WR,1

C4)R12))(U)) Q
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and thus
lrTc'i — TWlIN,ri,p

—

W2IIN,Ti,p,

where K =
II131Ii,,.,p, a positive constant independent of N and Ti.
Choosing N0 > k completes the proof of lemma 5.4.1.

I

So for all N N0 there exists a unique series w(u, y) = EQENT wQ(u)yQ,
belonging to WN,ri,1,, such that Tw = w. A priori this solution depends on
r1 and N.

It is easily seen that r < Ti r implies
WN,1,p

WN,r2,p.

As in the proof of claim 2.4.3 we see that the solution of the contraction
equation is independent of the choice of Tj > T. Hence we have a solution
w
w(u,y) = EQEN wQ(u)yQ of (5.13), depending upon N and satisfying
•

YQ€N'

:

wQEVN,7forall>r;

• >QeNn lIwQIIN,P <oo for all ? > 'r.
By comparing coefficients we see that this solution also is a solution of (5.8)

taking into account the following lemma:

Lemma 5.4.4 If the series >QT1

cpQ(u)yQ belongs to

then the

series >QfJ.fl (uI + AQ)cOQ(U)YQ belongs to WN,r2,pi for arbitrary T2 > Ti

and arbitrary pi <p.
Proof. First we note that for each Q
RQ A) + cd

E

N' we have

qIA1i + lcd C1(IQI + 1),

for some constant C1. Taking C = maxi<< C2 we obtain
IAQI

C(IQI + 1).

Next choose p <p and T2 > Ti arbitrary and write T2 = Ti +e, where e > 0.

The function u '-* u1_(uI+AQ)Q(u) is analytic inand for u E S\{O}
we

have

1ui_N(uI + AQ)coQ(u)I

e_T2

IuIi_N(Iul +C(IQI + l))I,Q(u)le_T2
1iN IQ(u)Ie TjL . Iule"
+
It
C.

(IQI + 1)

Iuli_NIQ(u)Ie_72

________
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Elementary calculus learns
max

(xex) =

xER>0

so for all u E

1

e•e

\ {O} we have

Jue'1'1
and this estimate also holds

II'PQIIN,ri

for u = 0 (again by taking the limit u —* 0 on

Se).

Moreover, for u E S \ {0} we have

C. (IQI +
because

II(uI

1)

IuIl_NIçoQ(u)Ie_2 C. (IQI +

e1'' < 1, V u E .

+ AQ)cOQIIN,I2

1)

Il'PQIIN,ri,

Hence

+ C• (Q + 1). I)SOQIIN,11,

II'PQIIN,ri

which says that for each Q E N' the function
u -* (uI + AQ)çoQ(u)
belongs to VN,2.
Finally

II(uI + AQ)QIIN,,.p1'
QEN'

>

Ik°QIIN,riP1

+C>

(IQI + 1) Uc0QIIN,riP1

QEN

QEN'

{c +

IIQIIN,riP'1 + C
QEN

IIWQIIN,riP1,

IQI

QEN

which is finite if we can show that QEN IQI II'QIIN,riP11 converges, but

this immediately follows from proposition 5.1.1 (with

5.5

= 1).

U

Proof of lemma 5.4.2

To prove that the series EQENn (ul + AQ)'Q(u)yQ belongs to WN,t,P for
arbitrary > r and arbitrary p < , we need the following two results.

Proposition 5.5.1 For all i E {1,2,... ,n} we have
1

u+(Q,A)+cj —-i•
Hence

I(uI+AQY'AQI < ,
sin

VuE.
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Proof. First remember S = S(, ir — 6).
Choose i E {1,2,... ,n} and write a1 = (Q,A) + Cj. We consider the case
0 < argo <, as drawn in figure 5.1, in detail.
C

lI

Figure 5.1: SUpUEr II =
We have to estimate the fraction

To that end we consider the sector

+a1. It is easily seen that this translated sector is at distance from the
origin. Hence for all u E

we have lu +

ad

a

sup

and thus

lad

uES

Q

By definition
I

6\

p
—,
lad

sin(+
' —J
2'
so
1

p

sin(+ ) sin
—

Note that this last inequality only holds for

small (i.e. 6 E (0, )

is

small

enough).

,

A similar reasoning proves proposition 5.5.1 in case argaj E (,ir). If
arg a1 =

then we easily see that 8uPUEr I

I=1

(perhaps one

should draw a picture again). In case the imaginary part of a is zero, we
have iZe a1 0. Drawing a picture once more gives SupUEr 11 =
This proves the proposition.
0
Proposition 5.5.2 If the series QE coQ(u)yQ belongs to WN+1,f,, then
>IQENn (uI + AQ)'çoQ(u)yQ belongs to WN,q,P.
Proof.

For

each Q

E

NYZ the function u

u_N coq(u) is analytic in S.

Henceu '-+ u'_"(uI + AQ)'Q(u) also is analytic in 3.
u E S, u 0, we have
+ AQY1OQ(U) Ie' <
<
—

1

Moreover, for all

IuQ(u)Ie

Il'PQIIN+1,f

sin
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As this also holds for u =
II(U +

(by taking the limit u —+ 0 on S) we obtain

0

AQ) QIIN,f

7II'PIIN+1,t,p <

QEN

0

and this proves the proposition.
Now take

> r and p <

arbitrary.
From (5.5) we deduce that R(z, y) can be written as

R(z,y) = > AQQ,NZNYQ +
QEN

for some function f analytic in i() x /,z(p'). Moreover, (•,y) has a
zero of order N + 1 at z =

0

for all y E L(p'), so lemma 5.3.3 implies that

BR(., y) belongs to WN+1,1t,p. From proposition 5.5.2 we conclude that it is
sufficient to show that

(ul + AQ)1
QEN

I'(N)

AQQ,NUN_lYQ

belongs to WN,,P. To that end we take 3 <p' such that np < ô < p'. From
the Cauchy inequality we deduce

IQ,NI

M

T

VQeN,
-N'Q"
p'
I

where,

M = M('?,,3)

sup

(z,y)Ei(f1)x()

(Remember 1'Q,N = DQ(y)

IN(Y)2-"I.

DQ(()z1
I(z,y)=(O,Oy)

The assumption of no resonance implies the operator ul + AQ to be nonsingular in S, so
u

u1_N(uI + AQ)1

is analytic in .

r(N)

Moreover, for all u E

+ AQ)1

r(N)

this also holds for u =
all u E S we have
and

u1_N(uI

AQQ,NUN_l = (uI + AQ)1

0

we have, by proposition 5.5.1,

AQQ,NUN_l
(N —

1)!i15IQI sin

(by taking the limit u -÷

+ AQ)1 r(N)"

r(N) AQQ,N

(N —

0

on ).

1)!1,3IQI sin

'

Hence for
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This implies that the function u '-+ (uI + AQ1 (JjjAQQ,NuN_l belongs
to VN,f and
ll(u1 +
where C1

AQ)_1r()AQQ,NuN_hll

= (N—1)!fsin

From this it is also clear that

E

ll(uI÷AQ)_1r()AQQ,NuN_hll

IQI
N,r

<.

This proves lemma 5.4.2.

Back to the differential equation

5.6

Lemma 5.6.1 Suppose we have a series

= w(u,y) =

EQENTh

çoQ(u)yQ

satisfying

• VQEN'
•

:

coQEVN,qforallr>r;

QEN IIQIIN,p1 <co for

all F > r, for all P1 <p,

then both (Lp(.,y))(z) and Qfl(LçcQ)(z)yQ exist, are analytic in the set
U5 x t(p) and equal each other on this set. (Here U5 is a neighbourhood

ofO inS(,2ir—ö).)
Proof. For y E z(p) fixed, a positive number Pi <P can be found such
that y E I(pi). If > r is chosen arbitrary, we have for u E S

IQ(")YI
QEN"

IIQIIN,IuI''e'pl
QEN

IIQIIN.fP1) Iu''e
(>
QEN'
Hence,

ifOE (,ir—) we have

f

ooe'9

IQ(u)yQl.IezIIduI

0

QEN"

\

/

>
QEN"

IIc0QIINfP1I) 0f

ooe'

IuIN_1eIuI_-IIco6(O_ar5z)lduI,
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which is finite if and only if

On the set {z E C

cos(O

—

IzI

— cos(9

—

—

arg z)

<0.

argz) < 0) Lebesgue's dominated

convergence theorem implies that
rooe

>

J0
exists and equals

As

QEN"

/

QEN"

çOQ(U)JJ1ezdU

(j

ooe'

coQ(u)ezdu)Y'J.

0

> r was chosen arbitrary, varying 8 E

(,ir

—

) gives

(4)(z)y, V z E U6,

(4(.,y))(z) =
QEN"

where U5 is as in remark 1.3.2(3).
But y E i(p) was chosen arbitrary, so

(4)(z)y, V (z,y) E U5 x

(Cço(.,y))(z)
QEN"

Finally, fix (z,y) E U5 x z(p). Then we can find 8 (,ir — ), F > r
and Pi <p such that z( — cos(8 — argz) <0 and y E i,(p1). With these
choices we have
QEN"

I

> (f

QEN"

ooe'

IwQ(u)e:IIduI)P1

0

\

/
>

QEN"

ooe'8

Ik'QIINiP1') f0

<00.

the series EQENn (4Q)(z)yQ converges absolutely for every pair
(z,y) E U5 x
Theorem 3.1.7 then implies that this series represents an analytic function in U5 x L(p) (note that we have used the fact
that U5 x i(p) is open). This proves the lemma.
Hence

From lemma 5.4.4 and lemma 5.6.1 we deduce that £ is applicable to (5.8).
This gives us a solution W(z,y) = (Cw(.,y))(z) of the equation (5.4), which

is analytic in U5 x (p) and which can be written as
WQ(Z)y,

W(z,y) =
QEN"
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where each W equals £WQ. It follows that '1 = W + UN is a solution of the

original equation (5.1), which is analytic in U5 x i(p). From the fact that
x
we deduce that can be expanded in a
UN 1S analytic in
convergent series,

(z,y) =

>2

QEN

where each coefficient 4)Q can be written as
= £wQ for some function
O(1)ehIuI
WQ, analytic in S and satisfying tZ'Q(u) =
as u -+ oo on S for all

r1 > r, for

(z,y) =

W(z,y)+UN(z,y)

>2 Q(Z)y + >2 >2 Q,mZmYQ

=

Q€N m=2

QEN'

>2 (Q)(z)yQ,

=

QEN"

where for each Q E N'1 we have

WQ(U) = WQ(U)

±>2 r(m+i)U

Exactly the same reasoning as in chapter 2 gives that each WQ is independent
of N:

If N2> N1 N0, let
Ni—2

WN1(tL,Y)

+ WN1(U,y)

= >2 >2 r(rn+1)UY
QEN" m=1

and
N2 —2

WN2(U,Y) = >2

+ WN2(U,V),

>2 r(m+i)UY

QEN' m=i

with wN1, resp. WN2, a solution of (5.8) belonging to WNi,I,P, resp.

for all ? > r.
Next, if r1 > r arbitrary, then take T2 E (r, ri). it is easily seen that
N2 —2

(u, y)

>2

r(m±i)

umyQ

belongs to WN1,-j-1,p (cf. lemma 5.3.3). Moreover, as in chapter 2 we have
so both
WN2,r2,p C
N2 —2

WN1(U,y)

and

WN2(U,y) + >2

>2

QEN m=N1-1
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are solutions of (5.8) belonging to WN1,i,,,. Hence
N2 —2

E

WN1(U,y) = WN2(U,y) +

QEN' m=Nj—1

We conclude that

r(i)U

can be written as

(z, y) =

(A1iQ)(z)yQ,
QEN

with WQ E A,. for each Q E N's.

Now remember that 5 E (0, ) was chosen arbitrary (but fixed). When we
make S smaller we obtain an analytic continuation of our solution. Hence
we obtain a solution of (5.1) which is analytic in the product of a neighbourhood U of 0 in S(, 27r) and a polydisc (p) with p < arbitrary.
So the formal solution with analytic coefficients, found in section 4.2, converges and we immediately obtain (with the notation as in theorem 4.2.1)

4)Q(Z).I'Q(z)

asz—OonU

for each Q Nz. This is often characterized as (z, y) asymptotically equals
>1QENn (I)Q(z)yQ in the sense of Gérard-Sibuya.

Hence we have proven the following theorem:

Theorem 5.6.2 Under the assumptions listed in the introduction of this
chapter there exists a solution 1' = (z, y) of (5.1), which is analytic in the
product of a neighbourhood U of 0 in S(, 2ir) and a polydisc (p), for
arbitrary p <
This solution can be written as

(z,y) =
QEN

where each 'I' equals 'I)Q(z) = (Ai,Q)(z) for some function IiQ E A,.,
S E (0, ir) arbitrary.
Moreover, I(z, y) asymptotically equals the series EQENP 'I)Q(z)yQ in the
sense of Gérard-Sibuya.

Finally, this solution is unique in the set

T(z, y)

=

T is analytic in U x i(p) and
TQ(z)yQ

VQ

N'

3 WQ

TQ

=

E Ar such that
£WQ.
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Another proof in the
non-resonance case
Again we will study the system
z

I
)
+ diag>Ajyj—+cjJ.
(6.1)

za(z, y) + zB(z, y)4,
where A, E H for all i E {1,2,... ,n}. As in chapter 4 we assume Cj
be chosen such that for all i E {1,2,... ,n} and for all Q E N's:

E

C to

Im ((Q,A)+cj) O.
Moreover, we assume a and B to be analytic in
x (p'), a neighbourhood of (0,0) ECXCVZ.
Finally we assume that there are no resonance relations between the eigenvalues A2, hence we assume that for each multi-index Q E N' and for each

iE{1,2,... ,n} we have (Q,A)+cj 0.
Note that we have dropped the Siegel condition used in chapter 5.

6.1

Reduction to a convolution equation

To avoid the necessity of the Siegel condition we do not cut off a partial sum

of the formal solution, found in section 5.1 (this was the only point where
we used this Siegel condition). Remembering the Taylor series of both a and
B,
aQ(z)y and B(z,y) =
Bj(z)y',
a(z,y)
QEN

QEN'
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=

we formally substitute a series
obtain

>2

(z,y) =

EQENI

(z)yQ in (6.1) to

(z2!Q(z) + AQ4Q(Z))YQ

QEN'

(6.2)

>2 zaQ(z)y + >

{ >2

zB(Q_R)(z)R(z)}1f1.

QEN' O<R<Q

QEN

We use the same notation as in chapter 4 and 5, so we write a(., y) = Ba(., y)
and 3(•,y) = BB(.,y) which both are analytic inC x
With WQ =
a formal Borel transformation then gives the following
convolution equation

>2 (uI + AQ)WQ(U)YQ

QEN'

(6.3)

>2 (1*aq)(u)y+ >2

>2
QEN"{o<R<Q

QEN"

(1*13(Q_R)*wR)(u)}JJQ.

After a termwise multiplication with (uI + AQ)1 we get
w = Tw,
where for a series w = w(u, y)

(Tw)(u,y) =

=

(6.4)

EQENn wQ(tL)yQ we have

>2(uI+AQY'(l*aQ)(u)yQ +
QEN"

>2

>2
QEN"{O(R<Q

(uI+AQY1(1*fi(Q_R)*wR)(tz)}YQ.

We first take 6 E (0, ir) arbitrary but fixed and we study (6.4) on the set
x (p), where p < arbitrary, and := {u E Sc lul r}, in
which r > 0 will be specified later on. The idea is to solve (6.4) on the set
over some vector in the
x t (p) and after that translate the sector
complex plane. We shall see that the solution in this translated set is an
analytic extension of the solution of (6.4) on x A,1(p). Repeating this
proces we find a solution w(u,y), with (u,y) E Sc x L(p). This solution
can be written as w(u, y) = EQE wQ(u)yQ, with coefficients analytic in
I

.

Finally we will obtain an exponential estimate for this solution, in order

to be able to apply the Laplace transform to w(., y).
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Local solution of the integral equation

6.2

For r E R we define the set 3 by 5,. :=
E 3 I IuI r}, while S,.
denotes the interior of . For a function 6: Sr -+ C' which is analytic in
(i.e. analytic in 5,. and continuous on 5,.)

we have

sup 1t9(u)I <00,
UES

where

1

I

denotes a norm on C' (or a corresponding matrix norm, if we

consider matrix-valued functions).
Let us introduce the abbreviation 11t9l1,. := sup,— 1t9(u)I for functions t9
described above. Then the space of these functions becomes a Banach space.
The proof is similar to, but easier than, the proof of lemma 2.3.4.

Definition 6.2.1 If p also is a positive number we define fl,., to be the set
of series w = w(u, y) = QEN CL)Q(u)yQ such that (IJQ is analytic in S,. for
each multi-index Q E N', and such that

II''QII,.P <00.
QEN

IQI for series described in the definition above, the space (Ii,.,,,,
becomes a Banach
space and the proof is similar to the proof of lemma 5.3.2.

When we use the abbreviation jlwl := QEN

IIWQII,.

Now let us return to the convolution equation

where Tw is defined on 74.,,, by

(T)(u,y) = >2(uI+AQ)'(1*aQ)(u)yQ +
QEN"

QEN{o<R<Q

(uI+AQr1(1*/3(Q_R)*WR)(u)}YQ.

First we will see that T maps
into itself. To that end we choose a series
= w(u,y) = EQENn WQ(u)yQ in the Banach space l1r,p.
For every Q E N' the function u '— aQ(u) is an entire function. By definition
(1 * crQ)(u) = faQ(s)ds, so 1 * aQ is an entire function and if a has

the Taylor expansion QQ(u) =
convergence, (1 * QQ)(u) =
analytic in S,..
For u E 5,. we have

E1,—0

(XQ,mum, u E C, then, by uniform

Qn1 utm. Hence (ul ÷ AQ)1(1 * aQ)

< f Ia(s)IIdsI luIsuPlaQ(s)I,
0

is
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so

with proposition 5.4.3 we have for all u E

I(uI + AQ)1(l * aQ)(u)I
But this also holds for u =
II(uI
We

0

\ {O}

—'.-.
S1fl

sup 1aQ(s)I.

a<r

by taking the limit u —+ 0 on Sr, hence

+ AQ)1(l

* QQ)IIr

sup cQ(s)1.
Slfl

IsIr

obtain

(uI + AQY'(l * crQ)(U)y'
QEN'

Slfl
r,p

> (sup IcQ(s)I)ptQI,

QEN

which is finite by the choice of p. This follows from the estimate (5.12) with
N = 1 in the proof of lemma 5.3.3.
The same lemma also implies that for each Q E N" the function u '—* 13Q(u)

is analytic in ,

and

that

(sup I/3Q(s)I)P'' <00.
QEN'

Next choose Q

E

N" and R

E

N" such that 0 R Q, then the function
(cf. lemma 2.3.1). Moreover, for

U '—3 (1 * I3(Q—R) * WR)(u) is analytic in

U E 8r we have
I(1*/3(Q_R) *WR)(U)I

<

f

f(1*13(Q_R))(U_3)I 1WR(S)HdSI

fr'I

sup 1(1 * 13(Q_R))(8)I IIWRIIr
IsI<IuI

and for all 8
1(1

3, Isi <juj:

*fl(Q_R))(s)I IsI

SUJ
JtI<IuI

113(Q_R)(t)I ItI

8UJ Ifl(q_R)(t)I.

Hence
1(1 * 13(Q—R) * WR)(U)I

SU I/3(Q—R)(t)I . IIWRIIT.

ItIr

(6.5)

conclude that u '— (1 * fl(Q..R) * WR)(u) is of order 0(u2) as u —* 0 on
Sr- Hence the finite sum over all R E N", 0 R < Q, also is analytic in 5,.
and of order 0(u2) as u —+ 0 on . After multiplication with (ul + AQY1,
We
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the result still is analytic in 3.
From (6.5) we obtain for all u E

I( + AQY1 (1 *

\ {O}:

f3(Q—R) * (F)R)(U)I

but this also holds for u =

0.

—--.

(sup I/3(Q_R)(8)I)
sI<r

Hence

III+AQY'(l *fi(Q_R) *(#JR)II

Sifl

(sup I/3(Q_R)(s)I) Ik''RIIr
IsI<r

From this we obtain

{ >2 (uI+AQY(1 *13(Q_R) *WR)(U)}YQ

>

QEN' O<R<Q

r,p

>2 (uI + AQ)(1

>2

* 13(Q-R) *

QEN O<R<Q

>2

>2

S1fl2

>2

II

QEN" O<R<Q

<

=

>2

QEN" oR<Q

WR) IQI
r

+AQ1(1 */3(Q_ft) *WR)IIp

(s
IsIr

Ifl(Q_R)(s)I)

IIWRIIrPR

f Mr

7IIllr,p,

sin

where Mr = QEN" (Upisi.<r II3Q(8)I)P <o.
We conclude that T maps 'Hr,p into itself. Moreover, T defines a contraction
mapping on (flr,p, IIr,p) if r is chosen such that i'M,. <sin, for if w and
W2 are two series in lI,.,,, we have
(Twi — Tw)(u,y)

=

>2 { >2 (uI + AQ)1[1 * I3(Q-R) * (WR,l — (,)R2)](U)}YQ.

QEN"

o<R<Q

Consequently, with this choice of r, there exists a unique solution w(u, y) of
(6.4), which belongs to 1-L,.,,,.

6.3

Extension of the solution of the integral equation

Suppose we have an analytic solution w of (6.4) on x (p) for some r > 0
and some p > 0. Then w can be written as w = w(u, y) = EQENTI wQ(l4yQ,
for each Q E N's. In the preceding section we have
with WQ analytic in
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seen that such a solution exists for r > 0 small enough and arbitrary p <

Choose uo E Sr with r < luol <rand let S :

= {u+uO I U E

the set
translated over uO. Note that S is a convex set.
We transform the integral equation (6.4) on S using the following decomposition of * i/, for scalar functions , continuous on S, U S and analytic
in the interior:

(, * tb)(u + UO) = Ew(uo +) * ](u) + [('(4o +) * ç](u) + E(wM(u),
(6.6)

where

UO

(ço,e)b)(u)

f ço(u + uo — s)(s)ds,

u E Sr,

=
and the paths of integration [0, u] and [u, uo} belong to . It is easily seen
that
oniy depends on the values of and on [uO, u].
For (u,y) E (Sr —uo) x L(p) we have

'

)

(Yw)(u + UO, y)

=

>

((u + uo)I + AQ)'(l * QQ)(u + uo)y'2 +

QEN'

((u + u)I + AQ)'(l * 13(Q-R) * WR)(U +

{>

QEN O<R<Q

With (6.6) we obtain for (u, y)

E

(n (

—

uo))

x L(p)

(Tw)(u + uO, y) = (tw(uo + ., .))(u, y),
where Y is defined on series

= (u,y) = EQENn (pQ(U)yQ in

by

(t) (u, y)
=
QEN"

{ O<R<Q

((u+uo)I÷AQr'(1*/3(Q_R)*R)(u)}YQ +

7(U)yQ,

(u,y)€xE(p),

QEN

where for each Q

E

N' we have

7Q(U)

= ((u + u)I + AQ)(1 * crQ)(u + u0)
+ > ((u+uO)I+AQy'((l *fi(Q_R))(UO + .)*wR)(u) (6.7)
O<R<Q

+

>

O<R<Q

((u +

u)I + AQ)'E(l * I3(Q-R) WR)(
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The series >QE!.T 1'Q(u)y" belongs to IL,.,,,.

We postpone the proof of this lemma till the following section.

For each i E (1,2,... ,n} we have

u + u + (Q, A) + cu Im (u + uO + (Q, A)

+ Cj)

IuI sin

,v

if tz E , so
E
+ uo)I + AQ)'
\ {o}.
Let
= '(u, y) = EQENn coQ(u)yQ be a series in H,.,, then we have (as
before)

+ u)I + AQ)'(1 *

* (PR)M

._!-ç.. (sun v3(Q_R)(s)I)
S1fl IISr

II'PRIIr

and thus

>i
QEN"

{ O<R<Q
> ((u+uo)I+AQ)-'(1*i3(Q_R)*R)(u)}YQ

rMr
TII(PIIr,p,

sin

where Mr

= QEN (pisi_<r IQ(s)I)PIQ1

<

.

Assuming lemma 6.3.1

to be true we see that 1 maps I-L,., into itself. Moreover, T defines a
contraction mapping on (IL,.,,,, II

IIr,p) when we make the same assumption

on r as in the preceding section (rM,. < sin ), so there exists a unique
solution

= (u, y) =

(pQ(u)yQ of Tço = , belonging to II,.,,,.
is a solution of 'tw =
because of the relation of t and Y. Moreover, we have (i) (u, y) = w(u, y)
EQENn

On (n (— uo)) x i(p) the function w(uO +,•)
for all (u,y) E (fl(—uo)) x

Now there exists 0 <r1 <r such that
C (fl(—uo)), so there exists
a unique solution 1' E I-L,.1,,, of fw = w, for r1M,.1 <rM,. <sin . As both
W(UO +,•) and

belong to ILri,p, the unicity of & implies

V (u,y) E x (p).
N'1 we have coQ(u) = wQ(u + uo), Vu E .

w(UØ +u,y) = ço(u,y) = '(u,y),

The
Hence, for each Q E
identity and uniqueness theorem then implies (u) = WQ(u + uo) for all
uE
fl ( — uo) and so the coefficient çOQ is an analytic continuation
of wQ(uo + .). Denoting this continuation also by wQ(uo + .), we see that

w = Yw on ( U S) x i(p), because of the relation of T and T.

Varying uo we get a unique solution w of w = Tw, which can be written as

w(u,y) = >
QEN'
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where each coefficient WQ is

I It r}.

analytic in {u

By repeating this procedure we obtain a unique solution w of (6.4) in lIr,p for
all r > 0. This solution can be written as w = w(u,y) = QEN" wQ(u)yQ

with coefficients continuous on S and analytic in the interior Sc.

6.4

Proof of lemma 6.3.1

We have to prove that the series EQENT 7Q(u)yQ, where each 'yQ
by (6.7), belongs to the Banach space flr,p.

is given

First of all we remark that the matrix-valued function u '-+ (u + uo)I + AQ

(this immediately follows from the choice of uo). As
is non-singular in
in the preceding section we have 1 * ci being an entire function, hence
the function u -+ (1 s cQ)(u + uo) is entire as a composition of two entire
functions. In particular the function is analytic in . Clearly the same
holds after multiplication with the inverse of (u + u)I + AQ. Moreover, for
U E

Sr we have
ptL+tio

I(l*aq)(u-4-uo)I

IaQ(s)IIdsI

I

Jo

I+toI SUp IaQ(s)1
IsI<2r

2r• sup IaQ(8)I.
Isi <2r

Forallu€and foralliE{1,2,... ,n}we have

r. ö
Iu+uo+(Q,A)+cil Imuo sin,
hence

((u+uo)I+AQ)'(l*aQ)(u+uo)I

sin

sup

aQ(8),

aJ<2r

VUE.

We conclude

((u + uo)I + AQ)1(1 * aQ)(u + uo)y?
QEN"

sin

which

r,p

>
QEN"

(sup IcQ(8)I)P,
IsI2r

is finite, because p is chosen such that np < p' (cf. the proof of

lemma 5.3.3).

For Q E N' and 0 R Q, the function u '— (1*f3(Q_R))(u+uo) is analytic
in
(it even is an entire function). Hence the convolution with via, resp.
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multiplication with ((U+uO)I+AQ), is analytic in S, and this also holds
for the finite sum overall R E N" with 0 < R Q.
Moreover, for all u E S we have

((u+uO)I+AQ)'((l *13(Q_R))(uO +•)
I

2

(sue i *fl(Q_R)(s)I) IItiiIIr

rsin
2

rsin6

lul

IsI(2r

2r2. (sun 113(Q_R)(s)I) IIwRIIr
IsI2r

Hence

i

QEN {O<R<Q

((u + u)I + AQ)((1 * 13(Q_R))(UO + .) * WR)(U)}YQ
4rM2,.

sin
•

6

<.

where M2r

EQENn ("PIaI2r II3Q(s)I)P
Next we take Q N" and consider the function u '—p E(1 * 13(Q_R),wR)(u),
with 0 <R < Q. This function can be written as
E(1 * I3(Q-R) WR)(tL)

=

K(Q_R)(u, S)wR(S)dS,

where K(Q...R)(u, s) = —(1 *13(Q_R)) (u + uo — s). Hence K(Q_R) is an entire
kernel as a composition of two entire functions, so if WR is analytic in , the

same holds for E(i * 13(Q_R),wR). This doesn't change after multiplication
with the inverse of (u + u)I + AQ, resp. summation over all R E N" with
0 < 11 < Q. Moreover, for all u S we have

((u+uo)I+AQ'E(1 */3(Q_R),WR)(u)I

rsiL"°1*?_R0_8))8)fn8
But (1 *f3(Q_ft),wR) only depends on the values of 1 *

and WR on

[uo,u] C Sr. Hence
((u

+ u)I + AQ)'(1 * I3(Q_R),wR)(u)

2r

r Sifl

6

(sun 113(Q_R)(3)I) iw,ii IuO

I
—1,sUp
sin2
41

IsIr

1I3(Q_R)(S)I)

IIt1'RIIr

—
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and we conclude

>

((u

{>

+ u)I + AQ)'(1 * I3(Q_R)wR)(u)}Y?

QEN ORSQ

4rM,.
•
sin

j

11W11r,p.

This proves lemma 6.3.1.

U

Exponential estimate for the solution

6.5

In this section we will obtain an exponential estimate for the solution w =
x
w(u, ii) = >QENn wQ(u)yQ of (6.4) on
(p) in order to be able to
apply the Laplace transform to w(., y). For r 0 let us define
gQ(f)pIQI,

g(r) = >
QEN"

where

each g is defined by
sup IwQ(u)I.

gQ(r)

uES
uI=r

Note

that for each r

0 we have

g(r)
so

>1
QEN"

IIWQIIrP <

g is a well-defined, positive-valued function.

Lemma 6.5.1 The function g: [0, oo) —+ [0, oo) is continuous.

Proof. First we take Q E N' and consider the function r '-+ gQ(r).
Take e > 0 arbitrary.
As u -3 wQ(u) is continuous on , the same holds for u I—wQ(u). So for
E S arbitrary there exists 5 > 0 such that for all u E S, Iu — uo <5,
we have IIuQ(u)I

—

IwQ(uo)II <e.

Next take i E [0, oo) arbitrary and take r E [0, oo) such that Ir — I < 5.
Weierstrass's theorem says that we can find ü and u in S, Ü = 1 and
r, such that gQ(r) = IWQ(u)I and 9Q(r) = IwQ(u)I.
IuI
First suppose gQ(r) <gQ(r).
—
As Ir — ?1 <5 we can find u'
S, u'I = r, so that Iu — <5. Because
gQ(r) we have

'I

gQ(r)—gQ(r) = gQ(r)—gQ(r)
gQfr) — IWQ(u')I
= IIWQ(U)I — IwQ(u')II

<C.
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Iu'I = , so

The case g() <gQ(r) is proven similarly, by taking u'
that Iu — u'I <5. Hence, g is continuous on [0, oc).
If R > 0 we have for all r E [0, R]

g(r)

>2 IIWQIIR p = IIWIIR,p <

00,

QEN'

so the series EQENn gQ(r)pIQ1 converges uniformly on compact sets in [0, oc).
U
Hence g is continuous on [0, oo).
Remember the convolution equation which is satisfied by w

w(u,y) =

>2(uI+AQy(1*aQ)(u)yQ +
QEN'

>2 { >2

QEN'

so for each Q

(uI+AQ)-1(1*f3(Q_R)*wR)(u)}Y'1

o<R<Q

N" we have

WQ(U) = (uI+AQ)(1*aQ)(u)

+

>2 (uI + AQ)1(1 * 13(Q-R) * WR)(U),

o<R<Q

for all u E S.
Take ri > r arbitrary (here r is the same fixed number as in chapter 4).
Take Q

E

N" arbitrary, then for u E

\ {0}

we have

I(uI + AQY'(l * QQ)(u)I

IIII1,r1
i,ri

—

sin

eDhII

e rilul

—

IkQIIi,r

IuI

e 'riIuI

but, as before, this also holds for u = 0.
For u E , IuI = r and r 1, we have (using Ill

* f3QIIi,ri

Ill

* 13Q111,r
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II/3QII1,r for every Q E

N's)

j(uI + AQ)(1 * f3(Q—R)

ti

1

J l(' * 13(Q—R))(U —

r

jJ
1

IuI=r1

(1 *13(Q_R))(u —8)1. IwR(s)IIdsI

Tsin

—

enhIsIIwR(s)ltd8I

Jo
Itti

II/9(Q-R)U 1,i•

<
—

Tsin

—

II/3(Q—R)II1,r

—

T8in

Hence, for each

f

1113(Q—R)II1,r

<

* WR)(U)I

e rj(IuI—a) gR(t7)da

(enlr * gR)(r).

u E S, lul = r and r 1, we have

IIQIIi,rrir +

IwQ(t)I

sin
I113(Q—R)II1,r

(en1 * gR)(r)

O<R<Q

and, as this holds for every u E ,

Ju

= r

and

I IQ(u)IP >

Iw(u,y)l

QEN'

can be
and r
1,

IWQ(U)I

x (p), lul = r

replaced by gQ(r). Moreover, for all (u,y) E
we have

r 1,

gQ(r)pIQI
QEN'

and

gQ(r)p1 <
QEN"

IIaQIIlTrlrIQ,
>

+

QEN'

f

QEN

I113(Q—R)II1,r

>

(enlT

The latter sum equals
1

T Sin

=

o

(>

(e71t*gQ)(r)pII,

c
QEN'

(en1 *

IIflQtIlrP1Q)
QEN"

* gR)(r) }PIQI.
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where c = c(r) =
II/3111,r,p a positive constant.
But from the preceding two sections we obtain for all

g(r) =
Choosing M

QEN"

II01.;.P}

> max{IIwIIi,p,

g(r) <
where

r 1

II"QIIIP = IIwIIi,p <°°•

gQ(r)pIQI
QEN
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we have for r 0
(6.8)

(ljg)(r),

(Tig)(r) = Me" +

(en1 * gQ)(r)pIQI.

c
QEN"

Note

that (Tig) (r)

can

be written as

(7jg)(r) = Menlr+c(enlr*g)(r),
for interchanging summation and integration is allowed by Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem.

Let us now study the equation

v(r) = (ljv)(r),
and let v

denote

(6.9)

any continuous solution, then

v(r) = Men1 +

cf' e''v(a)da

is differentiable and

v'(r) = MrieThl

+cv(r)

+cf'rien1fr_v(a)da

= Mr1e" + cv(r) + r1 (v(r)
= (c+ri)v(r).
Hence

—

MeriT)

v(r) = v(0)e(1)T = Me(1)T. Moreover,

g(0) IIwJIi, < M = v(0).
Next suppose there exists ro > 0 such that 0 g(r) <v(r) if 0 r < ro
and g(ro) = v(ro). (Here we use the continuity of both g and v.) Then (6.8)
implies

g(ro)

< (ljg)(ro)
= MeTIT0 + c(eniT * g)(ro)

Me"0 +
= (7jv)(ro)
= v(ro),

c(enlT * ,4(ro)
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which gives a contradiction. Hence g < v on R>0.
x
We conclude that for (u, y) E
Iw(u,y)I
As Tj >

6.6

was

(IuI) <v(luI) = Me(c+n1).

chosen arbitrary, this holds for every Ti > r.

A solution of the differential equation

The norm of tzl + AQ can be estimated by

VuE,

IuI+AQIIuI+C(IQI+1),
where C is some positive constant.

Next take rj > r arbitrary and write r2 = 'r1 +c, where M and c are the same

constants as in the preceding section. For arbitrary but fixed y E (p),
a positive number pi <p can be found such that y E (pi). Hence, for

u S we have
I(uI+AQ)wQ(u)yI <

IWQ(U)IP

IUI

QEN

+

QEN"

C

(IQI

+ 1)IwQ(u)Ipl11.

QEN'

But

(Pi)IQI
IQIIwQ(u)Ip1

=

IQI

IWQ(U)IP''

QEN'

QEN'

< K

IWQ(U)Ip,
QEN"

(2),

where K = SUPQENn IQI
which is finite. [An easy calculation shows
xaX,
that the function fQ(x) =
0 <a < 1, attains a maximum on [0, oo).]

IwQ(u)Ip

Hence, as

(IuI)

(UI + Aq)wQ(u)YQI

Me7ILI, we have by using (2.11)

+ MC(K + 1)e'I

QEN'

( + MC(K + 1)) e(i+E)ItLI
Note

that this holds for every T2 > r + c and every e > 0, so to every

? > T + c corresponds a positive constant M1, depending upon , such that
(id
QEN

+ AQ)wQ(u)yI M1e, V u E
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Moreover, for arbitrary r2 > r + c> 'r, we have for all u E S:

:: 1(1 * aQ)(u)IIyI

>

Ill * aQII1,r2er2IpI

QEN

QEN

::

IIaQII11.pIQIe1.2IuI

QEN

M2e1'
where M2

Finally,

=

for arbitrary T2

> r + c, we

have

(1*f3(Q_R)*wR)(u)IyQI
QEN" ORQ

{>
QEN" O<R<Q
>

I113(Q_R)II1.T(r21u1 *9R)(IUI)}Pl

(e''1 * 9Q)(IUI)P

= III3IIi,r,p
QEN'

=
where

jcr(eT2uI * g)UuI),

M = II/3IIi,r,p. From v(IuI) = MeT2H we deduce
nut

(e72I'I

*g)(IuI)

j

eT2(I_8)v(s)ds

Muje'

0

and we conclude (again using (2.11))

(1*/3(Q_R)*wR)(u)IyQl
QEN'1 0<R<Q

MMIuIe''"
)cfM(r+e)IuI

+ c and every e > 0, so to every
one can find a constant M3 such that
But this holds for every T2 >

r

(1*/3(Q_R)*wR)(u)IyQIM3e,

>r+c

YuES.

QEN" 0RQ
Hence, each of the terms in (6.3) are less than or equal to const. e1U1 for
every 'r2 > r + c. As in the proof of lemma 5.6.1 we can apply £ to the
equation (6.3) to obtain a solution

Q(Z)j

(z,y) =
QEN'

of (6.1). Here each

equals £wQ.
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Remark 6.6.1 For each Q

E N' the coefficients u '—+ (uI + AQ)WQ(U),
u '-+ (1 * cQ)(u) and u '-+ (1 *
* WR)(U) all are analytic in S and
continuous on . Moreover, they all are less than or equal to const. eI'I,
for every T2 > r + c. Hence £ is applicable to each of the coefficients.

As 5 E (0, ir) was chosen arbitrary we can vary S to obtain a solution (z, y)

which is analytic in the product of a neighbourhood of 0 in S(, 2ir) and
a polydisc i,,(p), for arbitrary p < . Note that this neighbourhood is a
subset of the neighbourhood found in the preceding chapter, for we can only
estimate w by
Jw(u,y)I const. e(T1)ItsI,

W1

> r.

Next we will show that

asymptotically equals in the sense of GerardSibuya. (Here 4 is the formal solution with coefficients 4 E C'
found
in chapter 4.):
We have w being a solution of (6.3), hence each coefficient WQ satisfies the
equation
WQ(U)

= (uI+AQY'(l*aQ)(u)

+
(6.10)

(uI + AQ)'(l * I3(Q.-R) *
O<R(Q

Chapter 4 implies (6.10) to have the formal solution ZQ. Moreover, we
have (as in chapter 2)
WQ(tL)

(IQ)(u) as u -+ 0 on S(, r — 5).

So
4)Q(Z) = (.CWQ)(Z)

as z —p 0

(&Q)(z) = Q(z)

on a neighbourhood of 0 in S(, 2ir). Hence we have proven the

following theorem:

Theorem 6.6.2 Under the assumptions listed in the introduction of this
chapter there exists a solution 4 = (z, y) of (6.1), which is analytic in the
product of a neighbourhood U of 0 in S(, 2ir) and a polydisc (p), for
arbitrary p <
This solution can be written as

(z,y) =
QEN

where each
equals Q(z) = (Li1q)(z) for some function ü)Q E
5 E (0, ir) arbitrary.
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Moreover, 4(z, y) asymptotically equals the series QENTI )Q(z)yQ in the
sense of Gérard-Sibuga.
Finally, this solution is unique in the set

T is analytic in U x L(p)

T(z,y) =

TQ(z)y

V Q E N"

and

3 (J,Q A+ such that
TQ =

CWQ.

Chapter 7

A special case with resonance
Contrary to both chapter 5 and chapter 6 we will now study a case with
possible resonance relations between the eigenvalues A, of the well-known
system

z2a- +

a

n

d1ag{>JAiYi_+ci}.4
(7.1)

z

+ za(z,y) + zB(z,y),

dia{di
—

i.e. the expression (Q, A) + cj might be zero for some Q E N' and some

i E {1,2,... ,n}.

7.1

The hypotheses

Besides the assumptions in chapter 4 we assume each cj
we make the following two hypotheses for every Q E N":

0. Furthermore,

Hi If(Q,A)+cj = 0 for some i E {1,2,... ,n} we assume dj —(Q,cr) 0 N.
H2 If I(Q A)I > l+maxjE{1,2,... ,n} lcd we assume the existence of a positive
constant K1, independent of Q, such that

Iu(uI+AQ)'AqI K1, VuE.
If I(Q A)I

1 + max2{l,21...,} lcd we assume to each i E (1,2,... , n}
the existence of a positive constant K2,2, independent of Q, such that
Idi

—

(Q,)I

K2,1.

Here AQ and AQ are defined as in section 4.2.
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Moreover, we assume the existence of four positive constants k1, k2, 'y
and 72, all independent of Q and i, such that for all Q E N' \ {0} and all

iE{1,2,...

,n}wehave

1.

kiQ', if(Q,A)+cj0

I(Q,A)+ciI

f

kQ2,

infmENlm—(dj—(Q,a))I

if(Q,A)+cj=0

We write

k = min{ki, k2},
Remark

'y = max{'yi, 72}

and

K2 =

max

iE{1,2,... ,n}

K2,1.

This remark is about the assumption Cj 0.
2,... , n} such that Cj = 0, then d1 might be zero
as well. If there exists Qo e N' \ {0} such that (Qo, A) + Cj
(Qo, A) = 0,
Hi implies (Qo, a)
0. Hence, the second assumption in H2 wouldn't
make sense, for (Qo, A) = 0 implies (p Qo, A) = 0 for every p E N and
7.1.1

Suppose there exists i e {1,

(p Qo, a) = p (Qo, a) cannot be bounded by a constant independent of

Q=pQo.
Using the same notations as in chapter 4 we will prove the following

Theorem 7.1.2 Under the assumptions listed above there exists a solution
= 4(z, y) of (7.1), which is analytic in the product of a neighbourhood U
of 0 in S(, 2ir) and a polydisc
for arbitrary p <
This solution can be written as

'(z,y) =
QEN"

where

each q equals 'I)Q(z) = (A1q) (z) for some function ti'q E A,

E (0, ir) arbitrary.

Moreover, I(z, y) asymptotically equals the series EQEN I'Q(z)yQ in the
sense of Gérard-Sibuya.

Finally, this solution is unique in the set
T

T"z
' y1\—
—V'
L TQ'tz Q
QE

is

analytic in U x (p) and

VQ E

N' 3

Ar such that

TQ=AQ.

To prove this theorem we use the same scheme as in chapter 5.

A special case with resonance

A formal solution in terms of powers of z

7.2

Substituting a series
relation

CIJm(y)zm in (7.1) gives the following recurrence

dia{> Ay- + ci}o(Y) = 0

dia{ Ay— + ci}i(Y) = dia{di
and
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(7.2)

(7.3)

—

for m 2
(m

—

i)4m—i(y) +

dia{ AYJ-. + Ci}m(Y)
(7.4)

+ am_1(y) +
Bk(y)4)m_1_k(y)

To prove that this system has a unique solution in A(i(p')) we use induction after m.
For m = 0 we substitute a series EQENn 41!Q,oyQ to obtain from (7.2)

((Q,A)+cj)0 =0, V Q E N's, Vi E (1,2,... ,n},
where IIJ denotes the i coefficient of
= 0 and if (Q, A) + Cj

If (Q, A) + cj

0 we get

0 equation (7.3) gives (d1 — (Q,a)))0 = 0.

But the hypothesis Hi implies dj — (Q,a)

= 0. We conclude

0, so

we obtain in a similar way
= 0 for all Q E N and all
i E (1,2,... , n} with (Q, A) + cj 0. But if (Q, A) + cj = 0 for certain
Q E N' and certain i E (1,2,... , n}, equation (7.4) (with m = 2) implies
(using the expansion ai(y) = EQENTh aQ,jyQ, y E (p'))

For m =

1

(i)

(1— (d — (Q,c)))4Q1 =
Hence

(i)
aQ,1.

we obtain (using Hi)
(i)

TI

1(y) =
1=1

> [1 di'Q'

QEN

—

'

\) ejlyQ,
'
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where e2 is the th unit vector in R".
Using the last assumption in the preceding section we deduce for all multiindices Q EN" \ {O} and all i E {1,2,... ,n} with (Q,A) +Cj = 0:
1— (dj

—

(Q,a))I kjQ'.

Next take a compact set K C

then two positive numbers r and

can be found such that K C L(r) C ) C t,,(p') and we know

IaQ,lIr<oo.
QEN'\{O}

Hence

QEN't \{O}

supIQ,lyI
yEK

>: IQ,1Ir'

QEN" \{O}

>

IQIIaQ,1r'.

QEN"\{O}

this latter sum is finite (cf. proposition 5.1.1), the same holds for
>QENn supYEKIQ,1yQI and we conclude that 4 is analytic in (p').
Now suppose that for all m E {O,1,... ,M — 1}, M 2, a unique solution 4'm, analytic in ,(p'), exists. To find IM we have to consider (7.4)
Since

with m = M and with rn = M + 1. In case in = M substitution of
QEN' 4Q,MY gives
AQQ,MYQ = >
QEN"

QEN"

where the right hand side represents the analytic function

(M(Y) = (i

—

M+diag{d2

+

—

M— 1

aM_1(y) + > Bk(y)4'M_l_k(y).
Hence

Q,M = ((Q') +Cj)'M,
for all Q E N" and all i E {1,2,... ,n} with (Q,A) +cj
If (Q, A) + Cj = 0 then (7.4) with m = M + 1 gives

Q,M = (M — (d

—

where (M+1 equals

(M+1(Y) = aM(Y) + > Bk(y)4M_k(y).

0.

A special case with resonance
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Both (M and CM+1 belong to A(t(p')) and for multi-indices Q E N' \ {O}
are less than or equal to IQI.
both I(Q A)+Ci[1 and IM—(di — (Q,
Moreover, our solution 'M can be written as

a))'

[÷
(i)

M(Y) =
n

r

V'
Jr

cT'

L

I

ei]yQ +

'Q,M+1

(Q,A)+cj=O

and twice an application of proposition 5.1.1 shows that both series converge

absolutely on compact sets in á1(p'). Hence 1M is analytic in the polydisc
(PI).

7.3

A solution of the differential equation

As in section 5.2 we substitute a partial sum UN — EIi 4m(y)zm of the
formal solution with analytic coefficients in (7.1) and we keep in mind that
0. A tedious computation gives

z2
—z

+

dia{ Ay- + ci}uN +

dia{di

—

>

aiYiT}tLN —

za(z,y) — ZB(Z,Y)UN

—R(z, y),

where R(z, y) is the same expression as in section 5.2:
R(z, y)

=

dia{ iyi- + ci}cN(y)z' +
2N—2/

E

z

Bk(Y)l(Y))zm+

m=N k,IE{1,... ,N—1}
k+1=m
N—i

1oo
z

Bk(y)zk

Lk=N

4(y)z'
1=1

+
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With W

—

UN we

get the equation

2! +dia{)tiYi_ ÷ci}W
(7.5)

z . dia{di

—

>.ai_} + zB(z,y)W + R(z,y).

We first seek a solution "I' which is analytic in the product of a neighbour-

hood U5 of 0 in S(, 2ir — 6) and a polydisc (p), where 6 E (0, ) and
p < arbitrary. Such a solution can be expanded in a Taylor series
W(z,y) =

WQ(Z)y1,

(z,y)

U5 x

QEN

and substitution in (7.5) gives

(z2Z + AQWQ(Z))YQ
QEN'

(7.6)

QEN"{ OR<Q

>

ZB(Q_R)(Z)WR(Z)}7f +

R(z)y.

+

(ZAQWQ(Z))yQ

QEN"

QEN"

A formal Borel transformation, with

WQ

= BWQ, gives

(uI + AQ)WQ(U)YQ
QEN"

(7.7)

>

QEN"

{ O(R<Q

(1*13(Q_R)*wR)(u)}YQ +

(AQ(1*wq)(u))yQ +
QEN"

eQ(U)Y.
QEN"

As in section 5.4 we will study this convolution equation after a termwise
multiplication with the inverse of ul + AQ. Hence we will study
(7.8)

A special case with resonance

where for a series w = c.'(u,y) =
trary):

(T)(u, y) =

EQENT'

85

WQ(u)yQ E WN,I.i,P (ri > r arbi-

>2 { >2 (uI + AQY(1 * f3(Q-R) * WR)(u)}YQ +

QEN" O<R<Q

>2 (ul + AQY' (AQ(1 * WQ)(U))YQ +
QEN"

>2 (uI+AQ1Q(u)y1

QEN"

For a series w E WN,1 ,,, we have to prove that the series

>2 (ul + AQ)'(AQ(l * WQ)(tz))yQ and
QENTh

>2 (uI + AQ)1Q(u)y1

QEN"

also belong to this Banach space, for section 5.4 shows the same for the first
series in the definition of Yw.
To prove that EQENn (uI+AQ)'Q(u)y belongs to WN,,-1, we only have to
consider the series QEN [(uI + AQY1 JJAQ4Q,NUN_l1YQ, for the proof
of lemma 5.4.2 uses the non-singularity of AQ only at this series.
The vector-valued function u
(uI + AQY1 rqg5AQ4Q,N has coefficients

(Q,A)+cj

Q,N

+ (Q, A) +

r(N)'

which is zero if (Q, A) + Cj = 0 (also for u = 0, by definition). This proves

that
u '—p

ul_N(uI + AQ)'

is analytic in S. Now we can continue as in the proof of lemma 5.4.2.
Claim 2.4.2(b) implies that u '-+ u1N(uI + AQ)_1AQ(1 * wQ)(u) is analytic
we have
in S for each Q E N's. Moreover, for ti E
uI
1(1

*WQ)(tL)t Ik"QIIN,ri f

rf'_len1Tdr

N

Ik"QIIN,ri . ed".

Now we have to consider two cases:

If I(Q A)I > 1 + maxj{l,2,... ,n} IcjI, then for all u E
+ AQ'AQ(1

*

WQ)(U)I

\ {0} we have
VWQIIN,T1

As this also holds for u = 0 we obtain

II(uI+AQYAQ(1 *WQ)IINT1 .•

IIWQIIN,ri.
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1 + maxj{l,2,...,} IcjI, then for all u E
If I(Q,A)I
proposition 5.4.3)

\ {O} we have (with

Iu''(uI + AQ)1AQ(1 * WQ)(U)I

()QIN,r1

lI(uI+AQY'AQ(l *WQ)!IN
With K3 = max{Ki,

erIu1,

.IIWQIIN,ri.

Nsin

--} we obtain

II(uI + AQY'AQ(l * ''Q)IIN,1

7

IIwQIIN,Tl,

for every Q E N' and thus

II(uI+AQ)'AQ(l *WQ)IINp
QEN'

K3

,

Ik'-'QIIN,r1P

IQI

QEN

Together with section 5.4 we see that T defines a contraction mapping on
the Banach space WN,,-,p for all N > max{
IIf3IIi,,p, K3}. We denote

this latter maximum by N0 and so for all N N0 there exists a unique
solution w = w(u,y) = EQE wQ(u)yQ E WN,ri,p such that Tw = w.
We finish the proof of theorem 7.1.2 as in chapter 5.

Appendix A

Some important results
A.1

The relations between L and 13 and asymptotic expansions

We begin this section with a proof of Watsons lemma, which says that for
an analytic function f S(d, a) —+ C with asymptotic expansion f (and /
such that Cf exists), we have Cf Cf. Before formulating Watsons lemma
we first remark that

(4um)(z) = r(m + 1)zm+l

f ie — argz

<

for all m 0. The proof is not very hard, for
,-ooe'0

/

Jo

p(O_arg z)

i_dU = zm

sme_sds

I

Jo

The last integral equals r(m + 1) if we can show that it is allowed to take

the positive real axis as path of integration. This follows quite easily by an
application of Cauchy's theorem.

Theorem A.1.1 Let f : S(d, a) -+ C be analytic and of exponential growth
of order 1, whereas 1(u) = O(u'') as u -+ 0 on S(d,a) for some p > 0.
Moreover, we assume f(u) 1(u) = Eoamum as u —*0 on S(d,a).
Then (Cf)(z) (Cf)(z) as z *O on a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d,a + ir),
which has to be interpreted as follows:

To every e > 0 (and e < a) there exists a positive radius p such that Cf is
analytic in the sector S := S(d, a + ir — e, p) and

(Cf)(z)(if)(z) asz—*0 onS.
Proof. Choose e
some p > 0 (cf.

(0, a) arbitrary, then clearly Cf is analytic in S for

[1]).

Next fix 8 E (0, e) and let 3j := {z E S(d, a)
87
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:= {z E o I Izi i}. Then,
be a closed subsector of S(d,a). Define
by assumption, there exist positive constants ci and c2 such that
If(u)I

ciec2,

Vu E

;c n Cii(1).

For N E N let

= u_N (1(u)

—

amum)

then to every N 0 a constant C(N,35,1) can be found such that for all
u E Söi:
IR1(u,N)I C(N,5,1).
Using the fact that a = urn R1(u,n) we deduce
C(n,35,i) for all
uES6,1

n>0.

For alluE 55 Ci1(1) and aliN

e2t IRi(u,N)I

we have

e_c1 {IuI_NIf(u)I + uI_NIamIIuIm}

j;WeHIf(u)I

+

wehI

C(m, S,)IuIm

ci+C(m,35,i)
and if u E S5 we obtain

e'2I IRj(u,N)I IRi(u,N)I C(N,3,1).
Choosing C(N,35,1) = max{C(N,35,i)

,

c +EC(rn,o,i)} we find

IR1(u,N)I C(N,j,i)eC2II, Vu E 3o.
C S and t > 0 is chosen such
that S C S(d,c + ir — e — 2i'). By drawing a picture one can see that for
z ES fixed, adirectionO e [d—(c*—8)/2 , d+(a—6)/2] can be chosen
such that
Next we choose a bounded closed subsector

9—argz

—vi.

It is easily seen that the Laplace transform of uNR,(u, N) in direction 0
< . Here Rq is defined by

equals N+lR1(,N + 1) if 0 — arg

R1(, N + 1) = -N-1

(axe

—

arn_il'(m)r).

Some important results
Hence for all N 0 we have (as 10 — arg z

IzNRf(z, N + 1)1

j

ooe'
1u1N

<)

IR1(u, N)I e ldul

f
O(N,3511)
f

ooe'

O(N,

As
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IuINec2_l

coe(e—ar z)

Idul

ooe'8

we can integrate along straight lines the substitution u = se0 gives
N + 1)1

O(N, S) f sNe:siT 8m17ds
= O(N,o,i)Izj'+

f

rNe2IzI_8177)dr

0

O(N,3o,i)IzIN+ f rNeT(c2pe_81)dr.
By taking Pc smaller (if necessary) we can achieve C2Pc

Sin 77 and thus

Iz"'Rj(z,N + 1)1 O(N,o,i)IzlN+l
= O(N,,1)
= C(N,36,1)
The constant
was chosen arbitrary, so for all z E

z1''

(;;;.;)

f

te_tdt

/ 2 N+1
F(N + l)IzI'1.
(—
'sin??,
1

+ 1) is independent of z and z E S
S we have
2

IRcj(z,N + 1)1 O(N,35,1) (---—)

N+1

1'(N + 1).

The fact that this latter estimate holds for every non-negative integer N
completes the proof.

N

Our next theorem is about the relationship between Borel transformation
and asymptotic expansion. As starting point we have a neighbourhood U
of 0 in S(d, a + ir), a > 0, and an analytic function g : U — C which is of
order g(z) = 0(z6) as z -+ 0 on U, where E R.
amzm as z — 0 on U. In
Moreover, we assume g(z)
4(z) =
section 1.3 we have defined a loop 'y in U with which the Borel transform of
g is defined. By deforming this loop (in U) we can assume
= t UCU€2,

APPENDIX
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with

a straight line from 0 to a point reu+ E U, where d+ = d
a straight line from re to 0 where d.... = d —
—

(

++

C C U a contour joining the points re+ and re.
Here e E (0, a). Note that C never contains the point 0. By choosing r small
enough, we may assume C to be a part of the circle with centre 0 and radius
r.
For m

1 we then have

tm

1
(Bz m)(u) = —
j z ezd(z —1 )

J-y

pm

i

I -'
V —1
dv
= —i —et&
2irz

= m_l

.

2irt

[ev_mdv,

U E

S(d,e).

Hankels integral representation of the reciprocal Gamma function
(cf. [4]) we see that the last integral equals r(m)—' and thus
Using

(B,zm)(u)
We

=

are now ready to prove the following

Theorem A.1.2 Let U be a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d,o + ir), a> 0. Let
g: U —* C

be an analytic function of order g(z) =

where

Moreover, we assume g(z)
Then we have
(Bg)(u)

(z)

=

0(z5) as z —*

az as z -+

(!)(u) as u —* 0

on

0 on

0 on

U,

U.

S(d, a).

Proof. Let us first consider the case 0 <a < ir.
We choose a bounded closed subsector 3 C S(d, a). Let 'y = £ U C U £2
be a loop in U as above. Following Balser in [1], chapter 2, we conclude
that e can be chosen arbitrary in (0, a). Let us choose e > 0 such that

ç S(d,) c S(d,a).

On the other hand there exists a bounded closed subsector S2 C U C
S(d,a + ir) such that 'y C S2 U{0}. From g(z) (z) as z —*0 on U we
deduce for all N 1 the existence of a positive constant C(N, 52) such that
for all z E 52

Iz'Rg(z,N)I

g(z) _:zm

C(N,32)IzI".

(A.1)
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But this estimate also holds for z = 0 (by taking the limit z —÷ 0 on
lim+o g(z) = ao = 0), so we conclude (A.1) for all z E 'y.
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as

ZES2

From now on we write B instead of 87.

It is easily seen that for all N 1 and for all u
(BzvR9(z, N)) (u) = (Bg)(u)

r()U

S(d, e) we have

u'_'R59(u,N_ 1).

For allN land foralluES1 wethus have
Iu"'Reg(u, N —

= _. f z"R9(z, N)ed (z')

1)1

—{!I1I+lI2I+II3l},
where

z'R9(z,N)ed (z');

Ii =
12

= Ic ZNR9(Z, N)ed (z');

13

=

112

z'R9(z, N)ed (z—').

that S C d,e — 2ii), where d,e — 2,') is
definedbyS(d,e—2ij)={zeS(d,e)Id—e/2+,7<argz<d+e/2—,j}.
SoVzEt1, VuESjwehave
There exists a positive ij such

argu—argz E [—ir/2 —+q,—ir/2 —i]
and

[—(3ir)/2+i,—ir/2 —ti]

VzEI2, VuES1
argu — argz E [ir/2 + i,ir/2 +e — ]

We

C

C [ir/2 + (3ir)/2 — ti].

conclude the existence of a constant c E (0, 1) such that
cos(argu — argz)

( —c,

Vz EL U £2, Vu

From this we obtain for i E {1, 3}
IIiI

C(N,)
= C(N,2)

fjr

e_dIIIzIT_2IdzI

e_'s)''_2ds

E S.
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and
1121

=

f

Using the fact cos x 1
of C,
1121

zNRg(z, N)eI I cos(arg u—arg z)

for

IdzI.

all x E R we obtain, by using a parametrization

rN_2eIrdt

C(N,2)

= C(N,2). (d÷ —d_) .rN_1e.

For u E i

fixed

we have limN

=

0, so

may choose y in such a way that r =

for large N, say N N0, we

This gives

1121 C(N,32). (4 — d_).

IulN_1N_le

and (after substituting t = 11)

lu,

C(N,2)f

1131

N_2e_t. 'dt
tedt

= C(N,32)cN_hIuIN_l

C(N,32)c_lN_NIul f edt
0

= C(N,2)c_IN_IulN_l.
So

for all N N0 we have
1R89(u, N —

1)1

C(N,32) ((d÷ — d_)Nl_Ne 2c_1N_N).
+

Moreover,

R89(u,No —2)
Using

the fact that a =

ItLIRB9(U,NO —

urn R9(z,n) (n

1)+

1) we

see, by going backwards

ZES2

step

by step, that to every N 0

there

exists a constant Cj.j

such

that

1R89(u,N)I ON.
be chosen independent of u, we obtain this latter
estimate for every u E i. So (Bg)(u) (B)(u) as u —÷0 on S(d,c).

From the fact that CN

can
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ir we can split S(d, a) in finitely many sectors of opening
between 0 and ir, say S(d,a) = s'us2u• . .us('). An arbitrary bounded
..
closed subsector C S(d,a) can be written as =
is a bounded closed subsector of SU). To each
and each
where each

In the case a

.

N 0 there exists a constant C(N, S') such that

IR89(u,N)I C(N,'), VuE3
and thus, with C(N,3) = maxjE{1,2,... ,m} C(N,S), we have

IR59(u,N)I C(N,), VuES.
This completes the theorem.

A.2

U

Two properties of the Laplace transform

In this report we have introduced the Laplace transform in a somewhat
different way than usual. Suppose f is a function for which the Laplace
transform in direction 0 is defined. Then with F(t) = f(tetO) we have
rooe9

(Cof)(z)

I

=

Jo

=

f

f(u)edu

f(te)e_fe'edt

= et8(LF)(ei9).
Note that for a function g E LI([0, oo)), which is of order O(ePt) as t —+
for some p E R0, the (usual) Laplace transform
(Lg)(z)

=

f

00

e_ztg(t)dt

is defined and analytic in the halfplane R.e z > p.

Theorem A.2.1 Let Lf and Lg be defined and analytic in the halfplane

1ez>p, then
(f * g)(t) := f f(r)g(t - r)dr
0

is defined a.e. (on R0), L(f *
7e z > p. Moreover, we have

g) is defined and converges absolutely on

L(f*g) = Lf. Lg
on

1e z > p.
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Proof. Take zo with iZe zo > p arbitrary, then by assumption

L Ie_zotf(t)I dt < oo

and

L Ie_z0t9(t)I dt < 00.

Without loss of generality f and g can be defined by f(t) = g(t) = 0 for all

t<O,so

I

((e_f) * (e_zotg)) (t) dt

L°° Le_Z0fT) . eg(t —
=

ff

e0f(r)

e0(t_T)g(t

drdt
drdt.

—

Changing the order of integration is allowed for non-negative functions (Fubini's theorem), so

f

j

((e_f) * (e_zotg)) (t) dt

f Izf(T)I drf
L Ie_zonf(T)I

drf

e_Z0(t_T)g(t

—

r) dt

Ie_z08g(s)I

* e0tg is defined a.e. and belongs to L'([O,oo)).
From this one also concludes
Hence e_zOtf

L Ie_z0t(f * g)(t)j dt
—

f

((e_z0tf) * (e_zOtg))(t)I dt <

and thus we see that L(f*g)(z) converges absolutely for z ZO. This implies
that L(f*g)(z) converges absolutely for all z E C with 7Ze z iZe ZO (cf. [4]).
Because zo was chosen arbitrary in the halfplane R.e z > p we conclude that
L(f * g) converges absolutely on iZe z > p.
Furthermore

:
I

Jo

=

f

e—zot(f

e_Z0t I f(r)g(t — r)drdt
Jo

e° f f(r)g(t

—

r)drdt.
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Because the function (t, r) '-+ e_zouf(r)g(t — r) is Lebesgue measurable
and
fo°° Ie_zotf(T)g(t — r)I drdt < oo, we can apply Fubini's theorem to
obtain
(L(f *g))(ZO)

f

=

e_Z0(f *g)(t)dt
e_Z0t

= L°°

f
f

=

f f(r)g(t — r)drdt

e_z07f(r)dT f e_(t_T)g(t — r)dt

0

0

ef(r)dr f e_ZoZg(s)ds

=
= (Lf)(zo)(Lg)(zo).
Because z0 was chosen arbitrary, we have

L(f*g)
on

=LfLg

the halfplane Re z > p.

U

Now let us return to the Laplace transform £ in direction 9. Let f and g
be functions for which the Laplace transforms are defined, then
* g)(z)

=

e28

= e8

j

too

J

=

e210

=

e220

f
f

e_ft(f * g)(tetO)dt
ee'°t

rte8

f(r)g(tetO

e_'9t(F * G)(t)dt,

where F and G are defined as before.
We conclude

* g)(z) = e2'°L(F * G)(!ei0).

From this one easily obtains

£o(f*g) =
and the identity and uniqueness theorem then implies

C(f * g) =
on

—

r)drdt

J
e_'°t f f(se°)g(e10(t — s))dsdt

a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir).
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Theorem A.2.2 Let f : S(d, a) - C be analytic and of exponential growth
of order 1, whereas f(u) =

O(u') as u —÷ 0

on S(d,cv) for some e > 0.

Then we have

z2_(if)(z) = (r[uf(u)])(z)
on a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir).

Proof. It follows straight from the definition that £[uf(u)] is well defined
on a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir). Moreover, if 0 (d — , d+ ) then
we have
d

—(Cof)(z)

=

f
1

=

ooe'9

f(u)e.du

fooe'

z

uf(u)edu.

Hence

z2_(.Cof)(z) = (Co[uf(u)])(z).
Using the identity and uniqueness theorem one obtains

z2—(If)(z) = C[uf(u)])(z)
on

a neighbourhood of 0 in S(d, a + ir).

Now let U is a neighbourhood ofO in S(d,a+7r), a >0. Let g: U -4 C
be analytic and of order 0(z6) as z — 0 on U for some 6 E JR. then with
f(u) := (13g)(u) we have
u(Bg)(u) = uf(u) = (8[C[uf}])(u) = B(z2_If)(u) = B(z2!9)(u).
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